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ABSTRACT. We prove new sharp Lp, logarithmic, and weak-type inequalities for martin-
gales under the assumption of differential subordination. The Lp estimates are “Feynman-
Kac” type versions of Burkholder’s celebrated martingale transform inequalities. From the
martingale Lp inequalities we obtain that Riesz transforms on manifolds of nonnegative
Bakry-Emery Ricci curvature have exactly the same Lp bounds as those known for Riesz
transforms in the flat case of Rd. From the martingale logarithmic and weak-type inequali-
ties we obtain similar inequalities for Riesz transforms on compact Lie groups and spheres.
Combining the estimates for spheres with Poincaré’s limiting argument, we deduce the
corresponding results for Riesz transforms associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semi-
group, thus providing some extensions of P.A. Meyer’s Lp inequalities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As evidenced in [3], [4], [15], [16], [17], [19], [20], [21], [42], [76], [77] and many
other papers, martingale inequalities play a fundamental role in obtaining sharp behavior
of Lp bounds for numerous important singular integrals and Fourier multipliers operators.
Such operators include the classical first and second order Riesz transforms and a large
class of multipliers obtained from certain transformation of the Lévy-Khintchine formula,
see [16]. There has also been considerable interest in finding the exact values of various
norms of other closely related operators, most notably the Beurling-Ahlfors transform on
the complex plane C and on Rd where the martingale techniques have been extremely
useful. For an overview of many of these problems and their applications, we refer the
reader to [14]. One of the motivations for investigating sharp estimates for such operators
comes from the papers of Donaldson and Sullivan [37], and Iwaniec and Martin [51], [52],
in which it was pointed out that good estimates for the Lp norm of the Riesz transforms on
Rd and the Beurling-Ahlfors operator on C have important consequences in the study of
quasiconformal mappings, related nonlinear geometric PDEs as well as in the Lp-Hodge
decomposition theory. For more on this connections, see also [6], [53], [51]. The purpose
of this paper is to continue this line of research and to investigate explicit (tight) Lp, weak-
type and logarithmic inequalities for Riesz transforms on manifolds of nonnegative Ricci
curvature, Lie groups and Gauss space. When restricted to the torus and Rd, several of
these bounds are sharp for Riesz transforms and hence they cannot be improved in general.

We start with some necessary notation and present a brief review of related results from
the literature. Suppose that M is a complete Riemannian manifold equipped with the cor-
responding gradient ∇M and the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆M . Then −∆M is positive
and the Riesz transform

(1.1) RM = ∇M ◦ (−∆M )−1/2

is a well-defined operator on L2(M) (actually, an isometry). From this the interesting
question of whether RM extends to a bounded operator on Lp(M) for other p’s immedi-
ately arises. The first results in this direction are those of Riesz [80] and concern the cases
M = R and M = S1 where the operators reduce to the Hilbert transform. Riesz proved
that the Hilbert transform can be extended to a bounded operator on Lp, for 1 < p < ∞,
but not for p = 1 or p =∞. This result was generalized by Calderón and Zygmund [29] to
Riesz transforms on Rd. That is, these operators also extend to bounded operators on Lp

if and only if 1 < p < ∞. These are the classical results that the reader can find in Stein
[82].

The question concerning the precise value of the Lp norms of the Hilbert transform RR

and RS1 was answered by Pichorides in [79], where it is proved that

(1.2) ||RR||Lp(R)→Lp(R) = ||RS1 ||Lp(S1)→Lp(S1) = cot

(
π

2p∗

)
, 1 < p <∞,

where
p∗ = max{p, p/(p− 1)}.

With this we can write

(1.3) p∗ − 1 =

{
1
p−1 , 1 < p ≤ 2,

p− 1, 2 ≤ p <∞,

which is the constant appearing in Burkholder’s [25] celebrated work on inequalities for
martingale transform. This quantity will appear many times in this paper. The Pichorides
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inequality has now many proofs including a very short one given by Grafakos in [43] (see
also [44, Exercise 4.1.13].) The bound given by (1.2) has been considerably extended
by Iwaniec and Martin [52] and Bañuelos and Wang [21]. For a given d, introduce the
directional Riesz transforms R1, R2, . . . , Rd defined by

Rj = ∂j ◦ (−∆Rd)−1/2, j = 1, 2, . . . , d,

and note that

(1.4) RRd

= (R1, R2, . . . , Rd).

It turns out that the Lp norms of the transforms Rj do not depend on the dimension and
are equal to Pichorides’ constants. That is,

(1.5) ||Rj ||Lp(Rd)→Lp(Rd) = cot

(
π

2p∗

)
, 1 < p <∞,

for all j = 1, 2, . . . , d. This was proved in [52] with the use of the so-called method of
rotations. The paper [21] develops a completely different proof which rests on martingale
methods and which has a lot flexibility in its range of applications.

The papers [52] and [21] also contain tight information on the Lp norm of the vectorial
Riesz transform RRd

. Iwaniec and Martin proved that

(1.6) ||RRd

||Lp(Rd)→Lp(Rd) ≤ 2
√

2 cot

(
π

2p∗

)
, 2 ≤ p <∞,

while Bañuelos and Wang showed that

(1.7) ||RRd

||Lp(Rd)→Lp(Rd) ≤ 2(p∗ − 1), 1 < p <∞.
For large p, the latter bound is slightly worse than the former; on the other hand, (1.7)
works in the full range 1 < p <∞. However, while we know the bound for the directional
Riesz transforms in (1.5) is sharp, the sharp bound for ||RRd ||Lp(Rd)→Lp(Rd) remains open.
This is stated in [14] as Problem 6 where it is also conjectured that the sharp bound should
be cot

(
π

2p∗

)
. We note that both (1.6) and (1.7) do not give the sharp bound even when

p = 2, which by the Fourier transform is 1.
One may study similar statements for Riesz transforms on manifolds as defined by

(1.1) or Riesz transforms associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. Since Stein
[81] introduced the Riesz transforms on compact Lie groups and applied Littlewood-Paley
inequalities to prove the Lp-boundedness of these operators, many mathematicians have
investigated the properties of Riesz transforms on various geometric settings. In analogy
with the case M = Rd, Strichartz [85] raised the question concerning the structure of
the manifold M which guarantees that RM extends to the bounded operator on Lp(M)
for 1 < p < ∞. The further crucial issue is, for such M , to identify the exact value of
||RM ||Lp(M)→Lp(M), or at least, provide a good upper bound for it. The literature on Riesz
transforms on manifolds and Lie groups is quite large by now and it would be impossible
for us to give complete references here. We refer the interested reader to Arcozzi [4],
Auscher and Coulhon [8], Auscher et al. [9], Bakry [11], Baudoin and Garofalo [22],
Carbonaro and Dragičević [30], Coulhon and Duong [32], Coulhon and Dungey [33], J.-Y.
Li [61], X.-D. Li [62], Lohoué [67] and Strichartz [85] where many bounds are provided
under curvature and other geometric assumptions on M . These papers also contain many
references to the enormous literature on Riesz transforms.

In [15], Bañuelos and Baudoin studied a class of operators obtained by projections (con-
ditional expectations) of certain martingales transforms on manifolds under very general
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conditions. These operators contain the second order Riesz transforms on Rd. Let M a be
smooth manifold with a volume measure µ and consider the second order operator

(1.8) L = −1

2

d∑
i=1

X∗i Xi + V,

where X1, · · · , Xd are locally Lipschitz vector fields defined on M , X∗i is the formal
adjoint of Xi with respect to µ and V : M → R is a non-positive smooth potential.
Denote by Pt the heat semigroup of the operator L and let Aij : [0,+∞) × M → R,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ d be bounded smooth real valued functions. Next, consider the d × d matrix
A(t, x) = (Aij) and set

‖A‖ = ‖|A(t, x)|‖L∞([0,+∞)×M),

where |A(t, x)| is the usual quadratic norm of the d × d matrix A(t, x). We assume that
‖A‖ <∞ and put

(1.9) SAf =

d∑
i,j=1

∫ ∞
0

PtX
∗
i Aij(t, ·)XjPtfdt.

It is then proved in [15] that there exists a constant Cp depending only on p such that

(1.10) ‖SAf‖Lp(M) ≤ ‖A‖Cp‖f‖Lp(M), 1 < p <∞
and that if V = 0 we can take Cp = (p∗ − 1). For the case V = 0 one may apply
the celebrated martingale transform inequalities of Burkholder [25]. However, in order
to obtain inequality (1.10) for non-zero V , a novel martingale inequality is needed which
provides an extension of the classical Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities for what one
may call “Schrödinger-type” martingale transforms. The new inequalities are Theorems
2.5 and 2.6 in [15]. In this paper we prove sharp versions of these results. The new
inequalities are contained in Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. The arguments in [15] and our
new sharp martingale inequality (2.2) give

Theorem 1.1. If L is as defined in (1.8) with V non-positive, then for 1 < p < ∞, we
have

(1.11) ‖SAf‖Lp(M) ≤ ‖A‖(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(M).

As already mentioned, the operators SA include the second order Riesz transforms on
Rd (see [15] for details) and hence given the results in [20], the estimate (1.11) cannot be
improved, in general. The novelty here again is that the behavior of the constant is the
same as in the case when the potential is identically zero and the manifold is Rd. The
bound ‖A‖(p∗− 1) should be compared with the bound 8‖A‖(p∗− 1) p4

(p−1)2 given in [15,
Corollary 3.2] which isO(p3), as p→∞ andO((p−1)−3), as p→ 1. It is also interesting
to note here that this theorem is proved with no geometric assumptions on the manifolds
which is rare with this type of results.

In the papers [62, 63, 64], Li extends the Gundy-Varopoulos [47] probabilistic repre-
sentation of Riesz transforms on Rd and its variant for the Beurling-Ahlfors operator by
Bañuelos-Méndez [19], to manifolds under curvature assumptions and obtains explicit Lp

bounds which in some cases are similar to those for the classical Riesz transforms on Rd
given in (1.7). For example, in [62] (see Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5) it is shown that
the Riesz transforms on manifolds of nonnegative Ricci curvature are bounded on Lp with
bounds not exceeding 2(p∗ − 1). However, as noted in [15, Remark 2.1], Li’s paper [62]
contains a gap. Similar gap exists in [64] where Riesz transforms on differential forms
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are studied and applications to a Beurling-Ahlfors type operator on manifolds are given.
This gap, which occurs in the probabilistic representation of the Riesz transforms and the
Beurling-Ahlfors operator, is not fatal. Indeed, as observed in [15], the correction simply
requires removing a non-adaptive term from inside a stochastic integral to outside the sto-
chastic integral. Unfortunately, and this is where the serious part of the gap arises once this
change is made, unless the curvature is identically zero, the classical Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequalities cannot be applied nor can one apply the sharp martingale inequalities
of Burkholder which are used in the flat case of Rd to obtain the 2(p∗ − 1) bound in [21],
and similar bounds for the Beurling-Ahlfors operator in [19]. For this reason, a new mar-
tingale inequality is required. This new martingale inequality, which fixes the gap and
restores Li’s results (but not with his claimed constants), was proved in Bañuelos and Bau-
doin [15]. Subsequently, Li [65], [66] elaborates further on the corrections of [15] and, by
substituting the explicit constants given in [15, Theorem 2.6] and those of his Proposition
6.2 in [63] gives explicit bounds which although not the same as those originally claimed
are O(p∗ − 1)3/2, as p→ 1 and p→∞.

The new sharp martingale inequality in this paper, (2.2) of Theorem 2.2 below, can be
used to restore Li’s bounds as originally claimed. Rather than giving a complete list of
all the results we can prove with the new inequalities, we only give a couple of concrete
examples. The following is a result claimed in Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 in [62].

Theorem 1.2. Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian metric
g. For φ ∈ C2(M), set L = ∆−∇φ · ∇ and dµ = e−φ(x)

√
det(g(x))dx. Let Ric(L) =

Ric+∇2φ, where∇2φ is the Hessian of φ, denote the Bakry-Emery Ricci curvature of L.
Set RL0 = ∇ ◦ (−L)−1/2 and assume Ric(L) ≥ 0. Then for all f ∈ C∞0 (M),

(1.12) ‖RL0 (f)‖Lp(M) ≤ 2(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(M), 1 < p <∞.

In particular, ifM is a complete Riemannian manifold of non-negative Ricci curvature and
we consider the Riesz transforms RM = ∇M ◦ (−∆M )−1/2 as defined in (1.1), then

(1.13) ‖RM (f)‖Lp(M) ≤ 2(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(M), 1 < p <∞.

Furthermore, if we set RLa = ∇ ◦ (a− L)−1/2, for a > 0, then under the assumption that
Ric(L) ≥ −a,

(1.14) ‖RLa (f)‖Lp(µ) ≤ 2(1 + 4‖τ‖p)(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), 1 < p <∞,

where τ is the first exit time of the 3-dimensional Brownian motion from the unit ball in R3

starting from 0.

In [30], Carbonaro and Dragičević used Bellman function technique to prove that for
any a ≥ 0,

(1.15) ‖RLa (f)‖Lp(µ) ≤ 12(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), 1 < p <∞.

The Bellman function techniques were applied to study bounds for second order Riesz
transforms on Rd in [72]. For other similar applications, see [38], [39], [40]. Since (as
pointed out in [30]) it is well known that ‖τ‖p ∼ p as p → ∞, the constant in (1.14) is
of order p2, as p→∞, and thus the Carbonaro–Dragičević bound (1.15) is better than the
bound given by (1.14). Here we can improve on the estimate (1.14) to obtain a bound valid
for all a > 0 which, although not as good as the one for a = 0 in (1.12), it is of the form
c(p∗ − 1), with c < 8, improving on (1.15). Indeed, using Theorem 2.3 and Proposition
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6.2 in [63] we obtained (as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 (iii) in [66])

(1.16) ‖RLa (f)‖Lp(µ) ≤ 2Dp
p√

2(p− 2)
‖f‖Lp(µ), 3 ≤ p <∞,

where Dp is Davis’s constant in (2.4). Using the fact that Dp ≤ 2
√
p (see Remark 2.1) we

see that for 3 ≤ p <∞,

2Dp
p√

2(p− 2)
≤ 2
√

2 p

√
p

p− 2
≤ 2
√

6p ≤ 3
√

6(p− 1).

These calculations give that for any a > 0,

(1.17) ‖RLa (f)‖Lp(µ) ≤

{
2(1 + 4‖τ‖p) (p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), if 1 < p < 3,

3
√

6(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), if 3 ≤ p <∞.

Since ‖τ‖p ≤ ‖τ‖3 for 1 < p < 3, we can also replace the first term by an absolute
constant. How big is ‖τ‖3? This can be easily estimated given that we know E0τ = 1

3 .
Indeed, it follows from the strong Markov property (see [13, p. 316]) that for all α > 0,∫ ∞

α

P0{τ > t}dt ≤ E0(τ)P0{τ > α}.

Now, for a fixed k > 1, we multiply both sides by kαk−1 and integrate over [0,∞) with
respect to α, obtaining E0τ

k+1 ≤ (k + 1)E0(τ)E0τ
k. Iterating this we find that for any

k = 1, 2, . . . , E0τ
k ≤ k! (E0τ)

k. In particular, ‖τ‖3 ≤
(

2
9

)1/3
and therefore (1.17) yields

(1.18) ‖RLa (f)‖Lp(µ) ≤

2

[
1 + 4

(
2

9

)1/3
]

(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), if 1 < p < 3,

3
√

6(p∗ − 1)‖f‖Lp(µ), if 3 ≤ p <∞.

Of course, we picked the cutoff value 3 for no particular reason other than the fact that
it is larger than 2 (required for the bound in (1.16)) and that both estimates in (1.17) give
less than 12. What is clear is that the higher we go with this split, the better the bound
in the second term and the worse the bound in the first term. Perhaps more interesting is
to note that asymptotically, as p → ∞, we get the behavior 2

√
2p from (1.17) for all a′s,

while for a = 0 we have 2p from (1.12). On the other hand, as p → 1 we get behavior
14

3(p−1) from (1.14).
We note here that Theorem 1.2 includes the classical case of the Riesz transforms for the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (Gauss space) semigroup on Rd. In this case, as already mentioned,
the bound was established by Arcozzi [4] and it is, asymptotically in p, as p → 1 and
p→∞, best possible; see [59].

With the bounds of Theorem 1.2 one can also “restore” Conjecture 1 made in [62] that
under the assumption of RicL ≥ 0, the Lp norm of the operator R0, for 1 < p < ∞,
should be bounded below by c(p∗ − 1)(1 + o(1)), for some universal constant c.

The Beurling-Ahlfors operator on Rd acting on k-forms is defined by Sk = (δ∗ δ −
δ δ∗)�k

−1 where �k is the Hodge Laplacian acting on k forms, δ is the exterior differen-
tial operator and δ∗ is its adjoint. The operator Sk was studied in [37] in connections to
“Quasiconformal 4-manifolds” and properties of its Lp norm on Rd were investigated in
[52]. In particular, with ‖S‖p = max0≤k≤d ‖Sk‖p, where ‖Sk‖p is the Lp norm of Sk, it
is proved in [52] that

(1.19) (p∗ − 1) ≤ ‖S‖p ≤ c(d+ 1) p2, 1 < p <∞,
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where c is a universal constant independent of d. In [52], the authors also make the far
reaching conjecture that for all d ≥ 2, ‖S‖p = p∗ − 1, 1 < p <∞. The lower bound fol-
lows from Lehto [60]. The conjectured upper bound remains open even in the case d = 2
where it is known as the Iwaniec Conjecture [50]. The best known upper bound when
d = 2 is 1.575(p∗− 1), valid for all 1 < p <∞ (see Bañuelos and Janakiraman [17]), and
1.4(p∗−1), valid for all p ≥ 1000 (see Borichev, Janakiraman and Volberg [24]). It is well
known that this conjecture has many connections to problems in quasiconformal mappings
as well as being related, via the Burkholder function ((2.17) below), to the celebrated ques-
tion of Morrey on rank-one-convex and quasi-convex functions. For these connections, see
[6], [7], [14] [53].

In Bañuelos and Lindeman [18] a representation of operator Sk on Rd, for any d ≥ 2,
is given in terms of martingale transforms and from this the estimate in (1.19) is improved
to

‖S‖p ≤


(d+ 2) (p∗ − 1), 2 ≤ d ≤ 14, and even
(d+ 1)(p∗ − 1), 3 ≤ d ≤ 13, and odd(

4d
3 − 2

)
(p∗ − 1), otherwise.

Using the martingale techniques from [19], Hytönen [48] improved this to

‖S‖p ≤
(
d

2
+ 1

)
(p∗ − 1), 1 < p <∞,

for all d ≥ 2. This is, as of now, the best known bound on Rd valid for all d. Other
improvements on the results in [18] are contained in Petermichl, Slavin, and Wick in [78].
The weaker problem of proving that the norm ‖S‖p is bounded above with a constant
independent of the dimension d (even at the expense of giving the right dependence on p)
remains and interesting open problem; see [14, Problem 10].

Returning to the setting of manifolds, Li [64] extends the probabilistic formula in [18]
and [19] to give a probabilistic representation for Sk on stochastically complete Riemann-
ian manifolds with Weitzenböak curvature bounded below. From this and martingale in-
equalities he concludes that there exists a constant depending on k such that

(1.20) ‖Sk‖p ≤ Ck(p∗ − 1)3/2, 1 < p <∞,
when the curvature is bounded below by zero and that when the curvature is zero, then

(1.21) ‖Sk‖p ≤ Ck(p∗ − 1), 1 < p <∞.
Unfortunately, the error in the representation formula for functions in [62] is repeated
in the representation formula on differential forms in [64]. As before, the correction is
trivially achieved by moving the non-adaptive term to outside the stochastic integral. But
also as before, once this is done the classical martingale inequalities cannot be applied. As
observed by Bañuelos and Baudoin in [15, Remark 2.1], Theorem 2.6 in [15] restores Li’s
original results up to universal constants depending only on p. Following [15], Li [65] and
[66] elaborates further on these corrections and again substituting the explicit constants
obtained in [15, Theorem 2.6] and his Proposition 6.2 in [63], restores the above bounds.

As before, using Theorem 2.2 below, we obtain improvements of Li’s results. Once
again, rather than listing all the results explicitly, we give an example.

Theorem 1.3. Let M be a complete and stochastically complete Riemannian manifold of
nonnegative Weitzenböck curvature. Then

(1.22) ‖Sk‖p ≤ Ck(p∗ − 1), 1 < p <∞,
where Ck is a constant depending on k.
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If we assume that the Weitzenböck curvature is bounded below by −a for some non-
negative constant a, then our inequalities can be used to obtain estimates on the operator
Sk = (δ∗ δ − δ δ∗)(a+ �k)

−1 as well as Riesz transforms on forms. We leave these to
the interested reader referring to [65] and [66].

Finally, while the results in [30] show the effectiveness of the Bellman function tech-
niques to study the boundedness of the Riesz transform on manifolds under the Bakry-
Emery curvature assumptions, those techniques have not been applied (to the best of our
knowledge) to study the Riesz transforms, or the the Beurling-Ahlfors operator, on differ-
ential forms on manifolds under the Weitzenböck curvature assumptions. We believe such
approach could produce interesting surprises.

We now turn our attention to weak-type and logarithmic inequalities. The problem of
studying the asymptotic behavior of the Lp bounds of Riesz transforms on manifolds as
p → 1 and p → ∞ is attributed to Le Jan; see [62, Problem 1]. On Rd, the interest in the
asymptotic behavior of these constants has a long history, going back to Marcinkiewicz,
Zygmund and many others. For example, see [90, Chapter XII], where it is shown that for
sublinear operators with withLp bounds of the form (p∗−1) as p→ 1 and p→∞, one can
obtain exponential and LLogL inequalities. This behavior also points to weak-type (1, 1)
inequalities and to H1 and BMO bounds. The H1 and BMO topics are not explored in
this paper. We do point out, however, that to the best of our knowledge, weak-type (1, 1)
inequalities for Riesz transforms on general manifolds of nonnegative Ricci curvature are
not known. We believe such inequalities should hold. In the same way, there are currently
no weak-type (1, 1) inequalities for the Riesz transforms on Gauss space which hold in
infinite dimension. We refer the reader to [14], Remark 3.4.2 and Problem 8, for more
information about the problem of weak-type (1, 1) behavior for Riesz transforms on Gauss
space.

Another problem of considerable interest for the Riesz transforms on Rd is Problem 7
in [14] which asks for the best constant Cp in the weak-type inequality

(1.23) ‖Rjf‖Lp,∞(Rd) = sup
λ>0

(
λp|{x ∈ Rd : |Rjf | > λ}|

)1/p ≤ Cp‖f‖Lp(Rd),

1 ≤ p < ∞, where |E| denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set E. The space Lp,∞(Rd)
consists of all measurable functions g for which the left hand side of (1.23) (with g in place
of Rjf ) is finite. Under a suitable renorming of Lp,∞(Rd) (see (1.30) below) replacing
the left hand side of (1.23), the case of 1 < p < ∞ is solved by Osȩkowski in [77]. This
provides bounds on Cp. The case p = 1 remains open and it is not even known if C1

has a bound independent of the dimension d. The problem of obtaining a constant C1

independent of dimension goes back to Stein [83, 84]. For the best available bound thus
far (which is of order log(d)), we refer the reader to Janakiraman [54].

When d = 1, the problem reduces to obtaining the best weak-type constant for the
Hilbert transform (conjugate function) H . In this case it is known that

‖H‖Lp(R)→Lp,∞(R) =

(
1

π

∫ ∞
−∞

∣∣ 2
π log |t|

∣∣p
t2 + 1

dt

)−1/p

, 1 ≤ p ≤ 2.

The case p = 1, where

(1.24) D1 =
1 + 1

32 + 1
52 + 1

72 + 1
92 + · · ·

1− 1
32 + 1

52 − 1
72 + 1

92 − · · ·
=

π2

8β(2)
≈ 1.328434313301,
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with β(2) the so called “Catalan’s” constant, is due to B. Davis [34]. The case 1 < p ≤ 2
was studied by Janakiraman [55]. The case 2 < p <∞ remains open even for the Hilbert
transform. We should also mention here A. Baernstein’s [10] proof of Davis’ inequality
(the case p = 1) which does not use martingale techniques.

Another natural replacement for the Lp-inequalities for the Hilbert transform, singular
integrals and Fourier multipliers when p = 1, are the Zygmund [90] and Stein [82] LLogL
inequalities. Given that the Riesz transforms (and many other multipliers arising from
projections of martingale transforms such as all those studied in the literature cited in the
first paragraph above) are bounded in Lp with constants which are O(p), as p → ∞, and
O(1/(p−1)) as p→ 1, the classical argument of Zygmund [91, Chapter XII] (see also [44,
p. 44]) gives that these operators have local LLogL inequalities. However, those general
arguments do not provide very precise information on these constants.

The literature on both weak-type inequalities and LlogL inequalities is very large and
in addition to the work of Davis [34] and Janakiraman [55] on sharp weak-type inequalities
we mention here the work of Bennett [23], Aarão and O’Neill [1], Laeng [58], Osȩkowski
[76, 77] and Pichorides [79]. Most relevant to our results here are the logarithmic and
weak-type estimates established in Osȩkowski [76, 77], which motivate our next results in
this paper. For the rest of the paper, Φ, Ψ denote the Young functions on [0,∞) given by
the formulas

(1.25) Φ(t) = et − 1− t, Ψ(t) = (t+ 1) log(t+ 1)− t.

These functions are conjugate to each other, in the sense that Φ′ = (Ψ′)−1 and satisfy
Young’s inequality

(1.26) st ≤ Φ(s) + Ψ(t), s, t ∈ [0,∞).

We will often use this inequality in the form

(1.27) st ≤ aΦ(s) + aΨ(t/a), s, t ∈ [0,∞),

valid for any a > 0, and more precisely, with a = K > 2/π as below. (For further
properties of Young functions, see [44, §7.5].) Next, for any K > 2/π, define

(1.28) L(K) =
K

π

∫
R

Φ
(∣∣ 2
πK log |t|

∣∣)
t2 + 1

dt.

Furthermore, if 1 < p <∞ and q = p/(p− 1) is the conjugate exponent of p, put

(1.29) Cp =



[
2q+2Γ(q + 1)

πq+1

∞∑
k=0

(−1)k

(2k + 1)q+1

]1/q

if 1 < p < 2,[
2q+2Γ(q + 1)

πq

∞∑
k=0

1

(2k + 1)q

]1/q

, if 2 ≤ p <∞.

This constant can be written as

Cp =
2

π

[
4

π
Γ(q + 1)β(q + 1)

]1/q

, 1 ≤ p < 2,

where β(q) is the Dirichlet beta function (β(2) is the Catalan’s constant in (1.24)) and

Cp =
[
π−q(2q+1 − 2)Γ(q + 1)ζ(q)

]1/q
, 2 ≤ p <∞,

where ζ(q) is the Riemann zeta function.
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For f : Rd → R, let

(1.30) |||f |||Lp,∞(Rd) = sup

{
|A|−1+1/p

∫
A

|f |dx : A ∈ B(Rd), 0 < |A| <∞
}

denote the weak p-th norm of f , 1 < p < ∞. See Grafakos [44, Chapter I] for many
properties of this norm and its connections to the quantity on the left hand side of (1.23).
In particular, note that with A = {x ∈ Rd : |f(x)| > λ}, we immediately obtain that
‖f‖Lp,∞(Rd) ≤ |||f |||Lp,∞(Rd).

The principal LLogL and weak-type results in [76] and [77] are the following: Let d be
a fixed positive integer and let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}.

(i) For any K > 2/π and any f : Rd → R with
∫
Rd Ψ(|f |) <∞ we have

(1.31)
∫
A

|Rjf(x)|dx ≤ K
∫
Rd

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+ L(K) · |A|.

(ii) We have

(1.32) |||Rjf |||Lp,∞(Rd) ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(Rd), 1 < p <∞.

Both inequalities here are sharp. The inequality (1.31) should be compared with the
results in Pichorides [79] for the Hilbert transform (conjugate function) on S1. In this
paper we extend the logarithmic inequality (1.31) and the weak-type inequality (1.32) to:

(1) Riesz transforms on Lie groups. The new results are Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.

(2) Riesz transforms on spheres in Rd. The new results are Theorems 3.7 and 3.8.

(3) Riesz transforms on Gauss space. The new result is Theorem 3.9.

Our proofs rest on the probabilistic approach using differentially subordinate martingales
which has been employed very effectively elsewhere ([20], [21], [47], [76] and [77], to cite
but a few references) for similar problems. For Theorem 1.1, we follow the argument of
[15] and apply Theorem 2.2 in place of Theorem 2.5 from that paper. For Theorem 1.2, we
simply use the probabilistic representation for the Riesz transforms given in [62, Theorem
3.2]) with the corrected modification pointed out in [15] (as already discussed above) and
again apply the new inequality (2.2) of Theorem 2.2. (See also [65] where Li elaborated
further on the corrections.) The same applies to Theorem 1.3. Since these details amount
to setting up the notation to apply Theorem 2.2, we leave this to the reader. For our results
on Lie groups, spheres and Gauss space, we follow the presentation of Arcozzi [4]. Once
the inequalities are obtained on spheres, using Poincaré’s observation that the Gaussian
measure is obtained from the surface measure of the sphere by a limiting argument, we
will deduce the corresponding bounds for Riesz transforms associated with the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck semigroup on Gauss space. This approach is very “hands on” and conceptually
interesting requiring several explicit computations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, §2, we present several
sharp new inequalities for martingales which are the key to our applications. In §3.1 we
derive logarithmic and weak-type inequalities for martingale transforms on manifolds. The
next three sections, §3.2, §3.3 and §3.4, are devoted to the study of logarithmic and weak-
type inequalities for Riesz transforms on compact Lie groups, spheres and Gauss space.
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2. NEW SHARP Lp, LOGARITHMIC, AND WEAK-TYPE MARTINGALE INEQUALITIES

As announced above, our approach depends heavily on martingale methods. The pur-
pose of this section is to introduce the appropriate machinery. For the sake of convenience,
we have decided to split this section into four parts.

We begin with the necessary probabilistic background. Assume that (Ω,F ,P) is a com-
plete probability space, equipped with (Ft)t≥0, a nondecreasing family of sub-σ-fields of
F , such that F0 contains all the events of probability 0. Let X , Y be two adapted martin-
gales taking values in Rd. As usual, we assume that the processes have right-continuous
trajectories with the limits from the left, i.e., càdlàg. The symbol [X,Y ] denotes the
quadratic covariance process of X and Y ; consult e.g. Dellacherie and Meyer [36] for
details in the one-dimensional case, and extend the definition to the vector setting by
[X,Y ] =

∑d
k=1[Xk, Y k], where Xk, Y k are the k-th coordinates of X , Y , respectively.

Following Bañuelos and Wang [21] and Wang [89], we say that Y is differentially sub-
ordinate to X , if |Y0| ≤ |X0| and the process ([X,X]t − [Y, Y ]t)t≥0 is nonnegative and
nondecreasing as a function of t. This definition of differential subordination is slightly
more general than the original definition given by Burkholder, see for example [28]. In
addition, we say that martingales X , Y are orthogonal, if d[Xi, Y j ] = 0 (i.e., the process
[Xi, Y j ] is constant) for all i, j. We note that when the martingales have continuous paths,
it is customary to write 〈X,Y 〉 for [X,Y ] and 〈X〉 for [X,X]. To be consistent in our no-
tation, we will simply write [X,Y ] and [X,X] for both continuous and càdlàg martingales.
In addition, unless it is explicitly stated, our martingales are only assumed to be càdlàg.

An important example of differentially subordinated martingales with continuous paths
arises as follows. Let B be a d-dimensional Brownian motion and H , K two predictable
processes with values in Rd such that |Kt| ≤ |Ht| for all t ≥ 0. If we define X , Y by the
stochastic integrals

Xt =

∫ t

0+

Hs · dBs, Yt =

∫ t

0+

Ks · dBs, t ≥ 0,

then Y is differentially subordinate to X . If, in addition, we have Ht · Kt = 0 for all t,
then both processes are orthogonal. These facts follow immediately from the identities

[X,Y ]t =

∫ t

0+

Hs ·Ks ds and [X,X]t − [Y, Y ]t =

∫ t

0+

|Hs|2 − |Ks|2ds.

The differential subordination implies many interesting inequalities involving the mar-
tingales X , Y . The literature on the subject is very large, we refer the interested reader
to the survey [28] by Burkholder or the monograph [75] by the second-named author. We
will only focus on a few results which will be important for us in our further considerations
in this paper.

To study the estimates for the vector Riesz transforms, one needs good bounds for dif-
ferentially subordinated martingales (without the orthogonality property). For instance,
to establish the Lp-bound ||RRd

f ||Lp(Rd) ≤ 2(p∗ − 1)||f ||Lp(Rd) and ||RGf ||Lp(G) ≤
2(p∗−1)||f ||Lp(G) for 1 < p <∞ for Riesz transforms on Rd and on Lie groups, Bañuelos
and Wang [21] and Arcozzi [4] exploited the celebrated inequalities of Burkholder [25, 27]
(see also Wang [89]).

Theorem 2.1. If X , Y are two Rd-valued martingales such that Y is differentially subor-
dinate to X , then

(2.1) ||Y ||p ≤ (p∗ − 1)||X||p, 1 < p <∞,
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and the constant is the best possible.

In order to apply martingale inequalities to manifolds and obtain results as in Theorem
1.2, we will prove here the following extension of Burkholder’s theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let X and Y be Rd-valued martingales with continuous paths such that Y
is differentially subordinate to X . Consider the solution of the matrix equation

dMt = VtMtdt, M0 = Id,

where (Vt)t≥0 is an adapted and continuous process taking values in the set of symmetric
and non-positive n× n matrices. For a given a ≥ 0, consider the process

Zt = e−atMt

∫ t

0

easM−1
s dYs.

Then for any 1 < p <∞ and T ≥ 0 we have the sharp bound

(2.2) ||ZT ||p ≤ (p∗ − 1)||XT ||p,

This theorem is motivated by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 in [15], which concern slightly
different type of estimates involving the square brackets of appropriate martingales. For
the sake of completeness, we will establish below sharp versions of those theorems as well
(though we will not need them in our study of Riesz transforms - however, the results are
interesting on their own right). We need some notation.

For 0 < p < ∞, let Ap, Dp be the best constants in the following inequalities for the
stopped Brownian motion: for any τ ∈ Lp/2,

(2.3)
∥∥∥∥ sup

0≤s≤τ
|Bτ |

∥∥∥∥
p

≤ Ap‖τ1/2‖p

and

(2.4) ‖Bτ‖p ≤ Dp‖τ1/2‖p, 0 < p <∞.

We will prove the following statements.

Theorem 2.3. Let Y be an Rd-valued martingale with continuous paths and let a, Mt

and Zt be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2. Then for any 0 < p < ∞ and T ≥ 0, we
have

(2.5) ‖ZT ‖p ≤ Dp‖[Y, Y ]
1/2
T ‖p.

The estimate (2.5) is sharp, as it is already sharp in the case a = 0 and V ≡ 0.

The maximal version of the above result reads as follows. Unfortunately, we have
managed to prove it only in the real-valued case.

Theorem 2.4. Let Y be a real-valued martingale with continuous paths. Consider the
process

Zt = e−at+
∫ t
0
Vsds

∫ t

0

eas−
∫ s
0
VududYs,

where a ≥ 0 and (Vt)t≥0 is a non-positive adapted and continuous process. Then for every
1 ≤ p <∞ and any T ≥ 0 we have the sharp bound∥∥∥∥ sup

0≤t≤T
|Zt|

∥∥∥∥
p

≤ Ap‖[Y, Y ]
1/2
T ‖p.
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Remark 2.1. A few comments on the constants Ap and Dp are in order. As shown by
Davis [35], for 0 < p ≤ 2 the constant Dp is the smallest positive zero of the confluent
hypergeometric function of parameter p, while for p ≥ 2, it is equal to the largest positive
zero of the parabolic cylinder function of parameter p (for the necessary definitions, see
[2] or below). While the constant Ap is not known explicitly, its behavior as p → ∞
can be easily determined. Indeed, it follows from the sharp good-λ inequality in [12] that
Ap = O(

√
p), as p→∞. Since by Doob’s maximal inequality,∥∥∥∥ sup

0≤t≤τ
|Bt|

∥∥∥∥
p

≤ p

p− 1
‖Bτ‖, 1 < p <∞,

a better (and more explicit) uniform estimate can be obtained by combining this with Dp:
Ap ≤ p

p−1Dp for 1 < p < ∞. But for p ≥ 2 we have Dp ≤ 2
√
p+ 1/2; see [12]. The

better estimate Dp ≤ 2
√
p valid for all p ≥ 1 is proved in [31]. Thus for 1 < p < ∞,

Ap ≤ 2p3/2

p−1 .

We come back to martingale inequalities which will have direct implications for Riesz
transforms. To study the logarithmic and weak-type bounds, we will require the following
two statements. Recall the function Ψ given in (1.25).

Theorem 2.5. Let X , Y be two Rd-valued martingales such that Y is differentially sub-
ordinate to X . Then for K > 1 and any E ∈ F ,

(2.6) sup
t≥0

E|Yt|1E ≤ K sup
t≥0

EΨ(|Xt|) +
P(E)

2(K − 1)
.

For each K, the constant 1/(2(K − 1)) is the best possible.

Theorem 2.6. Let X , Y be two Rd-valued martingales such that Y is differentially sub-
ordinate to X . Then for K > 1 and any E ∈ F ,

(2.7) sup
t≥0

E|Yt|1E ≤ Kp||X||pP(E)1−1/p,

where

(2.8) Kp =


(

1

2
Γ

(
2p− 1

p− 1

))1−1/p

if 1 < p < 2,(
pp−1/2

)1/p
if p ≥ 2.

For each 1 < p <∞ the constant Kp is the best possible.

On the other hand, if one is interested in bounds for directional Riesz transforms, one
exploits differentially subordinate martingales satisfying the orthogonality property. For
example, the following result of Bañuelos and Wang [21] leads to sharp Lp-bounds for
Riesz transforms on Rd. (See also Arcozzi [4] for results on Lie groups).

Theorem 2.7. Let X , Y be two real-valued orthogonal martingales such that Y is differ-
entially subordinate to X . Then

(2.9) ||Y ||p ≤ cot

(
π

2p∗

)
||X||p, 1 < p <∞,

and the constant is the best possible.
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Thus, to establish logarithmic and weak-type inequalities for directional Riesz trans-
forms, one needs “orthogonal” versions of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. Unfortunately, we have
been unable to establish such results. To overcome this difficulty, we will exploit the fol-
lowing dual statements, which have been obtained by the second-named author in [76] and
[77]. Recall the function Φ given in (1.25) and the constant L(K) given by (1.28).

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that X , Y are orthogonal martingales such that ||X||∞ ≤ 1, Y is
differentially subordinate to X and Y0 ≡ 0. Then for any K > 2/π we have

(2.10) sup
t≥0

EΦ (|Yt|/K) ≤ L(K)||X||1
K

.

The inequality is sharp.

The second result, dual to the weak type estimate, is as follows (cf. [77]).

Theorem 2.9. Assume that X , Y are orthogonal martingales such that Y is differentially
subordinate to X and Y0 ≡ 0. Then for any 1 < q <∞ we have

(2.11) ||Y ||q ≤ Cp||X||1/q1 ||X||1/p∞
where Cp is given by (1.29). The constant cannot be improved.

2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof of this statement in the cases 1 < p < 2 and
p ≥ 2 will be completely different. In both cases, we will make use of Burkholder’s special
function corresponding to his celebrated Lp-inequalities (2.1) for differentially subordinate
martingales. However, in the first case we will exploit the integration argument (see [73],
[74], [75]), while in the second case we will proceed directly; this approach will allow us
to avoid several technical problems. Clearly, all we need is to establish the inequality (2.2);
its sharpness follows immediately from the fact that the constant p∗ − 1 is the best in the
bound ||Y ||p ≤ (p∗ − 1)||X||p, which corresponds to the choice V ≡ 0. Furthermore,
observe that we may assume that a = 0, replacing V by the symmetric and non-positive
matrix V − aId, if necessary.

Proof of (2.2), 1 < p < 2. It is convenient to split the reasoning into two parts.
Step 1. Fix 0 < r <∞. We will exploit the special function ur : Rd × Rd → R, given

by the formula

(2.12) ur(x, y) =

{
r−2(|y|2 − |x|2) if |x|+ |y| ≤ r,
1− 2r−1|x| if |x|+ |y| > r.

It is straightforward to check the pointwise bound

(2.13) ur(x, y) ≤ 1− 2r−1|x| for x, y ∈ Rd.

Introduce the stopping time τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Zt|+ |Xt| ≥ r} ∧ T and let

σn = inf{t : |Yt|+ |Xt| ≥ n} ∧ T, n = 1, 2, . . .

be a common localizing sequence for X and Y (here and below, we use the convention
inf ∅ =∞). First, we will prove that

(2.14) Eur(Xσn
, Zσn

) ≤ Eur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ).

To show this, note that ur(Xσn , Zσn) = ur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ) on the set {σn ≤ τ}, and
hence E [ur(Xσn , Zσn)|Fσn∧τ ] = ur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ) there. On the other hand, on {σn >
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τ} we have, by (2.13),

E [ur(Xσn
, Zσn

)|Fσn∧τ ] ≤ 1− 2r−1E(|Xσn
||Fσn∧τ )

≤ 1− 2r−1|Xτ | = ur(Xτ , Zτ ) = ur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ).

Adding the latter two facts and taking expectation yields (2.14). Now we apply Itô’s for-
mula to the function ur and the process (Xt, Zt)0≤t≤σn∧τ . Note that if τ > 0, then the
process evolves in the set {(x, y) : |x|+|y| ≤ r}, in the interior of which ur is of classC∞.
Thus the use of Itô’s formula is permitted. We easily check that Z satisfies the stochastic
differential equation

dZt = VtZtdt+ dYt
(recall that we have assumed a = 0) and we get

(2.15) ur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ) = I0 + I1 + I2 + I3,

where

I0 = ur(X0, Z0),

I1 =

∫ σn∧τ

0+

2〈Zs,VsZs〉ds,

I2 = [Z,Z]σn∧τ − [Z,Z]0 − ([X,X]σn∧τ − [X,X]0),

I3 = −2

∫ σn∧τ

0

Xs · dXs + 2

∫ σn∧τ

0

Zs · dYs.

The symbol 〈·, ·〉 in I1 denotes the usual scalar product in Rd. Let us analyze the terms
I0 − I3. We start from observing that I0 = ur(X0, 0) ≤ 0. Next, since V takes values in
the class of non-positive matrices, we see that the integrand in I1 is nonpositive, and hence
I1 ≤ 0. To deal with I2, note that

[Z,Z]σn∧τ − [Z,Z]0 = [Y, Y ]σn∧τ − [Y, Y ]0 ≤ [X,X]σn∧τ − [X,X]0,

where the latter bound follows from the differential subordination of Y to X . Finally, both
stochastic integrals in I3 have mean zero. Therefore, integrating both sides of (2.15) gives
Eur(Xσn∧τ , Zσn∧τ ) ≤ 0, which combined with (2.14) yields

Eur(Xσn
, Zσn

) ≤ 0.

Step 2. We turn to the inequality (2.2). Given the expression in (2.12) for the function
ur(x, y) and the fact that 1 < p < 2, the integral∫ ∞

0

rp−1ur(x, y)dr

converges. It is not difficult to check that the function

(2.16) Up(x, y) =
p3−p(2− p)

2

∫ ∞
0

rp−1ur(x, y)dr

admits the following explicit formula:

Up(x, y) = p2−p(|y| − (p− 1)−1|x|)(|x|+ |y|)p−1.

This is the celebrated Burkholder’s special function which appeared in many papers of
Burkholder; see for example, [26, 27, 28]. By the previous step and Fubini’s theorem, we
have EUp(Xσn

, Zσn
) ≤ 0. However, Up satisfies the majorization

|y|p − (p− 1)−p|x|p ≤ Up(x, y)
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(as shown by Burkholder [26, 27, 28]), so we get

E|Zσn
|p ≤ (p− 1)−pE|Xσn

|p ≤ (p− 1)−p||XT ||pp.

It remains to let n→∞ to obtain the claim.
We turn to the case p ≥ 2. We would like to point out that the above approach does

not work. Though there exist appropriate “simple” functions ur, they lead to Burkholder’s
function

(2.17) Ũp(x, y) = p(1− 1/p)p−1(|y| − (p− 1)|x|)(|x|+ |y|)p−1

which is not sufficient for our purposes; see the remark after the property (d) below.
We will work with the following modification of Ũp. Define U = Up : Rd × Rd → R

by the formula

Up(x, y) =

{
p(1− 1/p)p−1(|y| − (p− 1)|x|)(|x|+ |y|)p−1 if |y| ≥ (p− 1)|x|,
|y|p − (p− 1)p|x|p if |y| < (p− 1)|x|.

We will need the following three properties of the functionUp, established by Burkholder
[27] (see also Wang [89]):

(a) The function Up is of class C1.
(b) We have the majorization

|y|p − (p− 1)p|x|p ≤ Up(x, y) for all x, y ∈ Rd.

(c) If |x||y| 6= 0 and |y| 6= (p− 1)|x|, then for all h, k ∈ Rd,

〈h(Up)xx(x, y), h〉+ 2〈h(Up)xy(x, y), k〉+ 〈k(Up)yy(x, y), k〉 ≤ c(x, y)(|k|2 − |h|2),

(2.18)

where c is a nonnegative function given by

cp(x, y) =

{
p(p− 1)(|x|+ |y|)p−2 if |y| > (p− 1)|x|,
p(p− 1)p|x|p−2 if |y| < (p− 1)|x|.

Here, of course, (Up)xx denotes the second derivative of Up with respect to the variable
x (i.e., the d× d matrix which has the corresponding second-order partial derivatives as its
entries); the matrices (Up)xy and (Up)yy are defined similarly. We see that the left-hand
side of (2.18) is the quadratic form generated by the Hesse matrix of d2Up(x, y) applied to
(h, k).

In our considerations below, the following property will also play a role. Since Up
depends on y only through the norm |y|, we get that (Up)y(x, y) = α(x, y)y for a certain
α(x, y) ∈ R. The key fact is that α is nonnegative; summarizing, we have

(d) (Up)y(x, y) = α(x, y)y for a certain α(x, y) ≥ 0.

This condition is not satisfied by the function Ũp given in (2.17): the corresponding α
may take negative values. This is the reason why we have taken the slightly more compli-
cated function Up. �

Proof of (2.2), 2 ≤ p <∞. Consider a C∞ function g : Rd × Rd → [0,∞), supported
on the unit ball of Rd × Rd and satisfying

∫
Rd×Rd g = 1. Fix δ > 0 and define U δ by the

convolution

Uδ(x, y) =

∫
Rd×Rd

Up(x+ δu, y + δv)g(u, v)dudv.
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Obviously, this new function is of class C∞. By integration by parts and (a), we see that
the following formulas hold true:

(2.19) Uδy (x, y) =

∫
Rd×Rd

(Up)y(x+ δu, y + δv)g(u, v)dudv,

Uδxx(x, y) =

∫
Rd×Rd

(Up)xx(x+ δu, y + δv)g(u, v)dudv,

and similarly for U δxy and U δyy. Consequently, we have that (2.18) holds true for Uδ , with

cδ(x, y) =

∫
Rd×Rd

c(x+ δu, y + δv)g(u, v)dudv ≥ 0.

Introduce the stopping times

σn = inf{s : ||Vs||+ |Xs|+ |Zs| ≥ n} ∧ T, n = 1, 2, . . . .

As we have already noted, Z satisfies the equation dZt = VtZtdt + dXt. Therefore, an
application of Itô’s formula yields

(2.20) Uδ(Xσn
, Zσn

) = Uδ(X0, Z0) + I1 + I2/2 + I3,

where

I1 =

∫ σn

0

〈Uδy (Xs, Zs),VsZs〉ds,

I2 =

∫ σn

0

Uδxx(Xs, Zs) · d[X,X]s

+ 2

∫ σn∧T

0

Uδxy(Xs, Zs) · d[X,Z]s +

∫ σn

0

Uδyy(Xs, Zs) · d[Z,Z]s,

I3 =

∫ σn

0

Uδx(Xs, Zs) · dXs +

∫ σn

0

Uδy (Xs, Zs) · dYs.

Here in the definition of I2 we have used a shortened notation; for instance, the first integral
equals

d∑
i,j=1

∫ σn

0

U δxixj
(Xs, Zs)d[Xi, Xj ]s.

Let us analyze the terms I1 through I3 separately. To handle I1, note that by (d), (2.19)
and the fact that ||Vs|| ≤ n for s ∈ (0, σn], we get

〈Uδy (Xs, Zs),VsZs〉 =

∫
Rd×Rd

〈
(Up)y(Xs + δu, Zs + δv),Vs(Zs + δv)

〉
g(u, v)dudv

− δ
∫
Rd×Rd

〈
(Up)y(Xs + δu, Zs + δv),Vsv

〉
g(u, v)dudv

≤ nδ
∫
Rd×Rd

∣∣(Up)y(Xs + δu, Zs + δv)
∣∣g(u, v)dudv

≤ C(n, p)δ.

Here C(n, p) is a certain constant depending only on the parameters indicated. Thus, we
have I1 ≤ TC(n, p)δ. Next, using a simple approximation argument of Wang [89] and
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(2.18), we get

I2 ≤
∫ σn

0

cδ(Xs, Zs) d([Z,Z]s − [Y, Y ]s)

=

∫ σn

0

cδ(Xs, Zs) d([X,X]s − [Y, Y ]s) ≤ 0,

where in the latter estimate we have exploited the differential subordination of Y to X .
Finally, both stochastic integrals in I3 are equal to 0. Plug all these facts into (2.20), take
expectation of both sides and let δ → 0. Since Up is continuous, we have that U δ → Up
pointwise; furthermore, the processes Z and X are bounded on the interval (0, σn] which
makes Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem applicable. Consequently, we obtain
EU(Xσn

, Zσn
) ≤ EU(X0, Z0) ≤ 0, which by the majorization (b) implies

E|Zσn
|p ≤ (p− 1)pE|Xσn

|p ≤ (p− 1)p||XT ||pp.

Letting n→∞ yields the claim. This completes the proof of the theorem for all 1 < p <
∞. �

2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We start from a few definitions; for the detailed study of the
objects below, we refer the interested reader to [2]. First we introduce Kummer’s function
M(a, b, z): it is a solution of the differential equation

zw′′(z) + (b− z)w′(z)− aw(z) = 0.

The explicit form of M(a, b, z) is

(2.21) M(a, b, z) = 1 +
a · z
b

+
a(a+ 1) · z2

b(b+ 1) · 2!
+
a(a+ 1)(a+ 2) · z3

b(b+ 1)(b+ 2) · 3!
+ . . . .

ThenMp, the so-called confluent hypergeometric function, is given by the formulaMp(x) =

M(−p2 ,
1
2 ,

x2

2 ). Let νp denote its smallest positive zero (the definition makes sense, see e.g.
[2]). These objects allow us to define the special function corresponding to (2.5), in the
range 0 < p ≤ 2. Namely, for x ∈ Rd and t ≥ 0, put

Up(x, t) =

{
|x|p − νpp tp/2 if |x| ≥ νpt1/2,
pνp−1
p tp/2Mp(|x|/

√
t)/M ′p(νp) if |x| < νpt

1/2

(there is no zero in the denominator, (2.21) gives thatM ′p takes negative values on (0,∞)).
In the case 2 ≤ p < ∞, we will require another special objects: parabolic cylinder

functions. They are related to the confluent hypergeometric functions as follows. First, put

Y1(x) = (2p/2/
√
π)Γ((p+ 1)/2)e−x

2/4M

(
−p

2
,

1

2
,
x2

2

)
,

Y2(x) = (2(p+1)/2/
√
π)Γ((p+ 2)/2)xe−x

2/4M

(
−p

2
+

1

2
,

3

2
,
x2

2

)
and define the parabolic cylinder function Dp by

Dp(x) = Y1(x) cos
(pπ

2

)
+ Y2(x) sin

(pπ
2

)
.

We set hp(x) = ex
2/4Dp(x), x ∈ R, and denote the largest positive zero of hp by µp (this

is well defined, see [2]). We are ready to introduce the special functions Up corresponding
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to (2.5) in the range 2 ≤ p <∞. Define, for x ∈ Rd and t ≥ 0,

Up(x, t) =

{
|x|p − µpptp/2 if |x| < µpt

1/2,

pµp−1
p tp/2hp(|x|/

√
t)/h′p(µp) if |x| ≥ µpt1/2

(the definition makes sense: it was proved in Lemma 5.3 in [88] that the function h′p is
strictly positive on [µp,∞)).

We will prove the following.

Lemma 2.1. For any fixed 0 < p <∞, the function Up enjoys the following properties:
(a) Up is of class C1.
(b) We have the majorization

|x|p −Dp
pt
p/2 ≤ Up(x, t) for all x ∈ Rd, t ≥ 0.

(c) If t > 0 and |x| 6= Dpt
1/2, then for any h ∈ Rd,

1

2
〈h(Up)xx(x, t), h〉+ Upt(x, t)|h|2 ≤ 0.

(d) For any x ∈ Rd and t > 0 we have Upx(x, t) = α(x, t)x for some α(x, t) ≥ 0.

Proof. We establish the properties separately.
Proof of (a). This is straightforward; we leave the necessary calculations to the reader.
Proof of (b). The majorization was already proved by Davis [35] and Wang [88].
Proof of (c). Assume first that 0 < p < 2. If |x| > νpt

1/2, the inequality takes the form

p(p− 2)|x|p−4〈x, h〉2 + p|x|p−2|h|2 − pνpp tp/2−1|h|2 ≤ 0.

However, the first term is nonpositive and it suffices to note that

pνpp t
p/2−1|h|2 ≥ pν2

p |x|p−2|h|2 ≥ p|x|p−2|h|2.

If |x| < νpt
1/2, then, after some tedious calculations, we rewrite the desired bound in the

equivalent form

(|x|2|h|2 − 〈x, h〉2)

(
M ′′p

(
|x|√
t

)
|x|√
t
−M ′p

(
|x|√
t

))
≤ 0.

Therefore, it suffices to show that uM ′′p (u) −M ′p(u) ≤ 0 for u ≥ 0. But this is easy: we
have equality for u = 0, and

(uM ′′p (u)−M ′p(u))′ = uM ′′′p (u) = −puM ′p−2(u) = −pu2M ′
(

2− p
2

,
1

2
,
u2

2

)
≤ 0,

since all the terms in the series defining M ′( 2−p
2 , 1

2 ,
u2

2 ) are nonnegative.
We turn to the case p ≥ 2. If |x| < µpt

1/2, the estimate in (c) reads

p(p− 2)|x|p−4〈x, h〉2 + p|x|p−2|h|2 − pµpptp/2−1|h|2 ≤ 0.

Since 〈x, h〉 ≤ |x||h| and µp−2
p tp/2−1 > |x|p−2, we will be done if we show that

p(p− 2)|x|p−2|h|2 + p|x|p−2|h|2 − pµ2
p|x|p−2|h|2 ≤ 0,

or µ2
p ≥ p−1. However, the latter estimate appears in Lemma 5.4 in [88]. If |x| > µpt

1/2,
then, after some straightforward computations, we obtain the following bound to prove:

(|x|2|h|2 − 〈x, h〉2)

(
h′′p

(
|x|√
t

)
|x|√
t
− h′p

(
|x|√
t

))
≥ 0.
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The expression in the first parentheses is nonnegative, so it suffices to show that the second
factor also has this property. We use the following statements which can be found in [88]:
first, the function hp satisfies the differential equation h′′p(u) − uh′p(u) + php(u) = 0;

second, we have h(3)
p > 0 and h′p > 0 on [µp,∞). The combination of these two facts

gives
0 < h(3)

p (u) = uh′′p(u)− (p− 1)h′p(u) ≤ uh′′p(u)− h′p(u)

for u ≥ µp. The proof of (c) is finished.
Proof of (d). It suffices to prove that for any fixed t, Up is an increasing function of |x|.

But this follows immediately from the facts that for 0 < p < 2 the function M ′p is negative
on (0,∞) (see the definition of Mp and differentiate term-by-term), and for p ≥ 2, the
function hp is increasing on [µp,∞) (cf. Lemma 5.3 in [88]). �

We are ready to establish (2.5), and the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2: it exploits
Up and a mollification argument. We may assume that a = 0, replacing V by V − aId if
this is not the case. Let g : Rd ×R→ [0,∞) be a C∞ function, supported on the unit ball
of Rd × R and such that

∫
Rd×R g = 1. For a fixed δ > 0, let Uδ : Rd × [δ,∞) → R be

given by the convolution

Uδp (x, t) =

∫
[−1,1]d×[−1,1]

Up(x+ δu, t+ δv)g(u, v)dudv.

This function is of class C∞; furthermore, as we have already noted above, Z satisfies the
stochastic differential equation dZt = VtZtdt+ dYt. Introduce the stopping time

σn = inf{t : ||Vt||+ |Zt|+ [Z,Z]t ≥ n} ∧ T

and apply Itô formula to get

(2.22) Uδp (Zσn , δ + [Z,Z]σn) = Uδp (0, δ) + I1 + I2 + I3,

where

I1 =

∫ σn

0

Uδpx(Zs, δ + [Z,Z]s) · dYs,

I2 =

∫ σn

0

1

2
(Up)

δ
xx(Zs, δ + [Z,Z]s) · d[Y, Y ]s +

∫ σn

0

Uδpt(Zs, δ + [Z,Z]s)d[Y, Y ]s

I3 =

∫ σn

0

〈Uδpx(Zs, δ + [Z,Z]s),VsZs〉ds.

The term I1 has mean zero. The term I2 is nonpositive, which can be shown with the use
of (c) and the approximation argument of Wang [89]. Finally, the term I3 is dealt with in
the same manner as the term I1 in the proof of (2.2), p ≥ 2: we have

〈U δpx(Zs, δ + [Z,Z]s),VsZs〉 ≤ C(n, p)δ,

for some C(n, p) depending only on n and p, so I3 ≤ C(n, p)Tδ. Plugging all the facts
above into (2.22) and taking expectation yields

EUδp (Zσn , δ + [Z,Z]σn) ≤ Uδp (0, δ) + C(n, p)Tδ.

Letting δ → 0 gives EUp(Zσn
, [Z,Z]σn

) ≤ Up(0, 0) = 0, which, by (b), implies

E|Zσn
|p ≤ Dp

pE[Z,Z]p/2σn
.

It remains to let n go to infinity, and the claim follows.
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2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.4. The reasoning is similar as above, but the crucial difference
is that the special function is not given explicitly. Recall that for 0 < p < ∞, Ap is the
best constant in the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (2.3) for the stopped Brownian
motion. Let U be the value function of the corresponding optimal stopping problem: that
is, for x ∈ R, y ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, put

U(x, y, t) = sup
τ∈Lp/2

EG
(
x+Bτ ,

(
sup

0≤s≤τ
|x+Bs|

)
∨ y, t+ τ

)
,

where the gain function G is given by G(x, y, t) = yp − Apptp/2. Observe that U satisfies
the symmetry condition

(2.23) U(x, y, t) = U(−x, y, t),

which follows immediately from the fact that−B is also a Brownian motion. By the strong
Markov property, one easily checks that the function U satisfies the inequalities

(2.24) Ut +
1

2
Uxx ≤ 0 and Uy(x, |x|, z) ≤ 0.

Finally, we have U ≥ G, since one can always consider τ ≡ 0 in the definition of U .
Next, let us establish the following property of U .

Lemma 2.2. If p ≥ 1, then for any fixed y, t, the function x 7→ U(x, y, t) is convex.

Proof. Pick x1, x2 ∈ R, λ ∈ (0, 1) and τ ∈ Lp/2. Put x = λx1 + (1 − λ)x2. For any
s ≥ 0, we have(

|x+Bs| ∨ y
)p
≤ λ

(
|x1 +Bs| ∨ y

)p
+ (1− λ)

(
|x2 +Bs| ∨ y

)p
and this inequality is preserved if we take the supremum over 0 ≤ s ≤ τ in all the three
terms above. This yields

E
[(

sup
0≤s≤τ

|x+Bs| ∨ y
)p
−App(t+ τ)p/2

]
≤ λU(x1, y, t) + (1− λ)U(x2, y, t)

and taking the supremum over all τ gives the claim. �

Having established Lemma 2.2, we can now proceed with the proof of the theorem.
We assume, as we may, that E[Y, Y ]

p/2
T < ∞. The process Z satisfies the stochastic

differential equation dZt = ZtVtdt + dYt. Apply Itô’s formula to U and the process
R = (Z, sup |Z|, [Y, Y ]) (we may assume that U has the necessary regularity, using an
appropriate mollification argument if necessary; see above). We obtain

U

(
Zt, sup

0≤s≤t
|Zs|, [Y, Y ]t

)
= I0 + I1 + I2 + I3 + I4,
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where

I0 = U(0, 0, 0),

I1 =

∫ t

0

Ux(Rs)dYs,

I2 =

∫ t

0

[
1

2
Uxx(Rs) + Ut(Rs)

]
d[Y, Y ]s

I3 =

∫ t

0

Uy(Rs)d(supZs)

I4 =

∫ t

0

Ux(Rs)ZsVsds.

However, we have I0 = U(0, 0, 0) ≤ 0, by the definition of U and the fact that Ap is
the best constant in (2.3). The term I1 defines a local martingale and therefore, applying
localization if necessary, we may assume that EI1 = 0. The terms I2 and I3 are nonpositive
by (2.24): for I2 this is clear, for I3 one needs to observe that the process supZ increases
on the (random) set {t : Zt = sup0≤s≤t |Zs|}, on which Uy is nonpositive. It remains to
deal with I4. By Lemma 2.2 and the symmetry condition (2.23), we see that for fixed y, t,
x 7→ U(x, y, t) decreases on (−∞, 0] and increases on [0,∞). Therefore, Ux(Rs) has the
same sign as Zs, and this implies that the integrand in I4 is nonpositive (since V ≤ 0); so,
I4 ≤ 0. Thus,

EU
(
Zσn

, sup
0≤s≤σn

|Zs|, [Y, Y ]σn

)
≤ 0

for some increasing sequence (σn)n≥0 of stopping times converging to T almost surely.
Since U majorizes G, the same is true if we replace U with G. Equivalently,

E sup
0≤s≤σn

|Zs|p ≤ AppE[Y, Y ]p/2σn
.

It remains to let n→∞ to get the claim, by Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem.

2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.5. Once again, we shall deduce the inequality (2.6) from the
existence of a certain special function (or rather, a family of certain special functions)
U : Rd × Rd → R. To simplify the technicalities which arise during the study of the
analytic properties of these special functions, we shall combine Burkholder’s technique
with the integration argument, which has already appeared in our considerations above. We
first introduce two simple functions u1, u∞ : Rd×Rd → R, for which the calculations are
easy, and then define U by integrating these two functions against appropriate nonnegative
kernels. Let

u1(x, y) =

{
|y|2 − |x|2 if |x|+ |y| ≤ 1,

1− 2|x| if |x|+ |y| > 1

and

u∞(x, y) =

{
0 if |x|+ |y| ≤ 1,

(|y| − 1)2 − |x|2 if |x|+ |y| > 1.

We have already encountered the function u1 in (2.12) (in fact, we have ur(x, y) =
u1(x/r, y/r) for all r > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd). These functions enjoy the following prop-
erty (see Lemma 2.2 in [74]).
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Lemma 2.3. For all Rd-valued martingalesX , Y such that Y is differentially subordinate
to X , we have

Ev1(Xt, Yt) ≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0.

If in addition X satisfies ||X||2 <∞, then

Ev∞(Xt, Yt) ≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0.

We are ready to define the special function corresponding to the logarithmic inequality
(2.6). Let U : Rd × Rd → R be given by

(2.25) U(x, y) =

∫ ∞
0

a(λ)u1(x/λ, y/λ)dλ+
1

2(K − 1)
,

where

a(λ) =
K

2

(
λ

λ+ 1

)2

χ[(K−1)−1,∞)(λ).

A computation shows that U admits the following explicit formula: we have

U(x, y) =
K − 1

2
(|y|2 − |x|2) +

1

2(K − 1)

if |x|+ |y| ≤ (K − 1)−1, and

U(x, y) = K|y|+ (K − 1)(|x|+ 1)−K −K(|x|+ 1) log

[
K − 1

K
(|x|+ |y|+ 1)

]
if |x|+ |y| > (K − 1)−1. We will establish the following majorization.

Lemma 2.4. For any (x, y) ∈ Rd × Rd we have

(2.26) U(x, y) ≥ max

{
|y|, 1

2(K − 1)

}
−KΨ(|x|).

Proof. Of course, it suffices to show the claim for d = 1 and nonnegative x, y. Suppose
first that y ≤ (2(K − 1))−1. Note that for a fixed x, the function y 7→ u1(x, y) is a
nondecreasing on [0,∞) and hence, by (2.25), U also has this property. Therefore, we will
be done if we show the majorization for y = 0. If x ≤ 1/(K − 1), the inequality takes the
form F (x) = −(K − 1)x2/2 +KΨ(x) ≥ 0. This follows from

F (0) = F ′(0+) = 0 and F ′′(x) = −(K − 1) +
K

x+ 1
≥ 0.

On the other hand, if x > 1/(K − 1), the majorization is equivalent to

(x+ 1)

(
K log

K

K − 1
− 1

)
−K − 1

2(K − 1)
≥ 0.

But the left-hand side is a nondecreasing function of x, and we have already proved the
bound for x = 1/(K − 1). This yields (2.26) for y ≤ (2(K − 1))−1.

Now suppose that y > (2(K − 1))−1. It is easy to see that for a given x ≥ 0, the
function ξx(y) = U(x, y)− y +KΨ(x) is convex on [0,∞) and satisfies

ξx

(
x+ 1

K − 1

)
= ξ′x

(
x+ 1

K − 1

)
= 0.

This immediately yields the majorization. �
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Before we proceed, let us record here that both sides of (2.26) are equal on the set

(2.27) D =
{

(x, y) : |y| = (|x|+ 1)/(K − 1)
}
.

Later on, this fact will turn out to be useful.

Proof of (2.6). We may assume that EΨ(|Xt|) < ∞, since otherwise the claim is trivial.
By Fubini’s theorem and Lemma 2.3, we see that

EU(Xt, Yt) ≤
1

2(K − 1)
.

Thus, an application of (2.26) yields

Emax

{
|Yt|,

1

2(K − 1)

}
≤ KEΨ(|Xt|) +

1

2(K − 1)
,

or, equivalently,

(2.28) Emax

{
|Yt| −

1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ KEΨ(|Xt|).

Now, for a given event E ∈ F , let

E− = E ∩ {|Yt| ≤ (2(K − 1))−1} and E+ = E ∩ {|Yt| > (2(K − 1))−1}.

We have
E|Yt|1E− ≤ P(E−)/(2(K − 1))

and

E
{
|Yt| −

1

2(K − 1)

}
1E+ ≤ Emax

{
|Yt| −

1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ KΨ(|Xt|).

Adding the last two inequalities yields (2.6). �

Sharpness. We will show that the constant 1/(2(K − 1)) cannot be replaced by a smaller
one, by picking E = Ω and considering the following one-dimensional example. Let
B = (Bt)t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion starting at 1/(2(K − 1)) and stopped upon
exiting [0,∞). Consider the martingale D given by the stochastic integral

Dt =
1

2(K − 1)
+

∫ t

0

sgnBs dBs.

Then D is differentially subordinate to B, since [D,D] = [B,B]. Directly from the
definition, we see that if (D,B) belongs to the first quadrant (i.e., D > 0), then locally it
moves along the line segment of slope −1; similarly, if D < 0, then it evolves along the
line of slope +1. Consequently, (B,D) takes values in the set

C = {(x, y) : x ≥ 0, x+ |y| ≥ 1/(2(K − 1))},

in the interior of which U is of class C2. Since

Uxx(x, y) + 2Uxy(x, y) · sgn y + Uyy(x, y) = 0 and Uy(x, 0) = 0 on C,

the Itô-Tanaka formula implies that the process (U(Bt, Dt))t≥0 is a martingale.
Recall now the set D given by (2.27) and consider the stopping time

τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : (Bt, Dt) ∈ D}.
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This stopping time is finite almost surely; in fact, it can be easily shown that Eτp/2 < ∞
for some p > 1. Put Xt = Bt∧τ and Yt = Dt∧τ for t ≥ 0. Then Y is differentially
subordinate to X and we have

EU(Xt, Yt) = EU(X0, Y0) =
1

2(K − 1)
.

Since τ ∈ Lp/2 and U(x, y) ≤ C(|x|p + |y|p + 1) for some absolute constant C, we may
let t→∞ to obtain

EU(X∞, Y∞) =
1

2(K − 1)
.

However, the terminal value (X∞, Y∞) belongs to D, and hence

U(X∞, Y∞) = |Y∞| −KΨ(|X∞|),

almost surely; see the end of the proof of Lemma 2.4. It suffices to plug this into the
previous identity and use the equalities

sup
t≥0

E|Yt| = E|Y∞|, sup
t≥0

EΨ(|Xt|) = EΨ(|X∞|),

to get the desired sharpness. �

2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.6–case 1 < p ≤ 2. Here the reasoning is much more compli-
cated. Let us first handle the simple case p = 2. An application of Schwarz inequality
gives

E|Yt|1E ≤ ||Yt||2P(E) ≤ ||X||2P(E)1/2,

so (2.7) follows. The sharpness is trivial. Pick E = Ω and Y = X ≡ 1 to see that both
sides are equal.

From now on, we assume that 1 < p < 2. Consider the function

(2.29) γ(t) = exp(ptp−1)

∫ ∞
t

exp(−psp−1)ds, t ≥ 0.

Lemma 2.5. The function γ has the following properties.
(i) We have

γ(0) = p−1/(p−1)Γ

(
p

p− 1

)
.

(ii) It satisfies the differential equation

(2.30) 1 + γ′(t) = p(p− 1)tp−2γ(t).

(iii) It is concave, nondecreasing and satisfies γ′(t)→ 0, as t→∞.

Proof. To compute γ(0), simply substitute r = psp−1 under the integral. The condition (ii)
follows from the direct differentiation. In view of (2.30), the concavity of γ is equivalent
to the estimate (p − 2)γ(t) + γ′(t) < 0. Applying (2.30) again, we rewrite the inequality
in the form

(2.31)
(
p(p− 1)tp−1 + p− 2

)
γ(t) ≤ t.

This is obvious if p(p − 1)tp−1 + p − 2 ≤ 0, so assume that the reverse estimate holds.
Plugging the formula in (2.29) for γ, (2.31) can be stated as

F (t) =
te−pt

p−1

p(p− 1)tp−1 + p− 2
−
∫ ∞
t

e−ps
p−1

ds ≥ 0.
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Now we compute that under our assumption that 1 < p < 2,

F ′(t) =
(p− 1)(p− 2)e−pt

p−1

(p(p− 1)tp−1 + p− 2)2
≤ 0.

It suffices to note that F (t) → 0 when t → ∞; thus, F is nonnegative and γ is concave.
This automatically implies the remaining properties given in (iii): the first of them follows
from the fact that γ ≥ 0, while the convergence limt→∞ γ′(t) = 0 is a consequence of
(2.30). �

Next, let H : [γ(0),∞)→ [0,∞) be the inverse to the function t 7→ t+γ(t). To define
the special function U corresponding to (2.7), introduce the kernel

α(λ) =
λ2

2

(
−1

γ(H(λ))

)′
χ[γ(0),∞)(λ)

=
1

2
γ(H(λ))−2γ′(H(λ))H ′(λ)λ2χ[γ(0),∞)(λ)

and let

U(x, y) =

∫ ∞
0

α(λ)u1(x/λ, y/λ)dλ+
γ(0)

2
.

Let us derive the explicit formula for U .

Lemma 2.6. We have

(2.32) U(x, y) =
|y|2 − |x|2

2γ(0)
+
γ(0)

2

if |x|+ |y| ≤ γ(0), and

U(x, y) =|y| −H(|x|+ |y|)p − pH(|x|+ |y|)p−1
(
|x| −H(|x|+ |y|)

)
,(2.33)

if |x|+ |y| > γ(0).

Proof. Of course, it suffices to prove the formula for d = 1 and nonnegative x, y. If
x+ y ≤ γ(0), then

U(x, y) =
y2 − x2

2

∫ ∞
γ(0)

[
− 1

γ(H(λ))

]′
dλ+

γ(0)

2
=
y2 − x2

2γ(0)
+
γ(0)

2
.

Now suppose that x+ y > γ(0). To prove (2.33), note that

U(x, y) = (y2 − x2)

∫ ∞
x+y

a(λ)λ−2dλ+

∫ x+y

γ(0)

a(λ)(1− 2x/λ)dλ+
γ(0)

2
,

so

Uy(x, y) = 2y

∫ ∞
x+y

a(λ)λ−2dλ = y

∫ ∞
x+y

[
− 1

γ(H(λ))

]′
dλ =

y

γ(H(x+ y))
.

On the other hand, the y-derivative of the right-hand side of (2.33) equals

1 + p(p− 1)H(x+ y)p−2H ′(x+ y)(H(x+ y)− x).

But, by the very definition of H and γ, we have

H ′(x+ y) =
1

1 + γ′(H(x+ y))
=

1

p(p− 1)H(x+ y)p−2γ(H(x+ y))
,
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so the derivative equals

1 +
H(x+ y)− x
γ(H(x+ y))

=
γ(H(x+ y)) +H(x+ y)− x

γ(H(x+ y))
=

y

γ(H(x+ y))
= Uy(x, y).

A similar calculation shows that both sides of (2.33) have the same partial derivatives with
respect to x. It remains to note that in the limit x + y → γ(0), the identity (2.33) holds
true (since H(γ(0)) = 0).

This completes the proof. �

We turn to the majorization property.

Lemma 2.7. For any (x, y) ∈ Rd × Rd we have

(2.34) U(x, y) ≥ max

{
|y|, γ(0)

2

}
− |x|p.

Proof. Again, we may assume that d = 1 and x, y ≥ 0. We split the reasoning into two
parts.

The case y ≤ γ(0)/2. Arguing as above, it suffices to show the majorization for y = 0.
If x ≤ γ(0), the inequality is equivalent to x2−p ≤ 2γ(0) and thus it is enough to check it
for x = γ(0). By Lemma 2.5 (i), this is equivalent to

Γ

(
p

p− 1

)p−1

≥ p

2
.

This inequality is true, since the left-hand side is at least 1, while the right-hand side does
not exceed 1. Now, assume that x > γ(0) (and still, y = 0). The inequality (2.34) reads

−H(x)p − pH(x)p−1
(
x−H(x)

)
≥ γ(0)

2
− xp,

or, after the substitution x = t+ γ(t), t ≥ 0,

(2.35) G(t) := (t+ γ(t))p − tp − ptp−1γ(t) ≥ γ(0)

2
.

This is true for sufficiently large t; indeed, by the mean-value property, (2.30) and Lemma
2.5 (iii),

G(t) ≥ p(p− 1)(t+ γ(t))p−2γ(t)2/2

=
γ(t)

2
· p(p− 1)tp−2γ(t) ·

(
t+ γ(t)

t

)p−2

>
γ(0)

2
·
(
t+ γ(t)

t

)p−2

≥ γ(0)

2
,

provided t is large enough. Thus, if (2.35) does not hold for all t, then there must be
t0 > γ(0) such that G(t0) < 0 and G′(t0) = 0. The latter equality is equivalent to

(t0 + γ(t0))p−1 − tp−1
0 = 1/p,

and then, by (2.30),

G(t0) = (t0 + γ(t0))(tp−1
0 + 1/p)− tp0 − pt

p−1
0 γ(t0)

= p−1
[
t0 + γ(t0)− p(p− 1)tp−1

0 γ(t0)
]

= p−1(γ(t0)− t0γ′(t0)).
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It suffices to note that γ(t0) − t0γ′(t0) ≥ γ(0) > 0, in view of the concavity of γ. This
implies G(t0) > 0, a contradiction. This proves the majorization for y ≤ γ(0)/2.

The case y > γ(0)/2. This is much simpler. It suffices to focus on the majorization for
x+ y ≥ γ(0). Indeed, if the reverse inequality holds true, we rewrite (2.34) in the form

y2 − x2

2γ(0)
+
γ(0)

2
− y + xp ≥ 0

and note that the left hand side decreases as y increases. If x+ y ≥ γ(0), the majorization
reads

xp −H(x+ y)p ≥ pH(x+ y)p−1(x−H(x+ y)),

which follows immediately from the mean-value property. In particular, let us observe here
that if y = γ(x), then both sides of (2.34) are equal (then x = H(x + y)). This will be
important for us later, in the proof of the sharpness. �

Proof of (2.7). It suffices to show the assertion under the assumption ||X||p < ∞, since
otherwise the bound is obvious. By Lemma 2.3, the formula for U and Fubini’s theo-
rem, we obtain EU(Xt, Yt) ≤ γ(0)/2 for all t ≥ 0. Combining this with (2.34) yields
Emax{|Yt|, γ(0)/2} ≤ E|Xt|p + γ(0)/2, or

Emax

{
|Yt| −

γ(0)

2
, 0

}
≤ E|Xt|p.

Now pick an arbitrary event E ∈ F and consider its splitting into the sets

E− = E ∩ {|Yt| ≤ γ(0)/2}, E+ = E ∩ {|Yt| > γ(0)/2}.
We have E|Yt|1E− ≤ P(E−) · γ(0)/2 and

E
{
|Yt| −

γ(0)

2

}
1E+ ≤ Emax

{
|Yt| −

γ(0)

2
, 0

}
≤ E|Xt|p.

Adding the last two inequalities yields

E|Yt|1E ≤ ||X||pp + γ(0)P(E)/2.

Now fix λ > 0 and apply this estimate to a new martingale pair X/λ, Y/λ. Clearly, the
differential subordination is preserved, so the use of the bound is permitted and we obtain

E|Yt|1E ≤ λ1−p||X||pp + λγ(0)P(E)/2.

A straightforward analysis shows that as a function of λ, the right hand side attains its
minimum for

λ =

(
2(p− 1)||X||pp
γ(0)P(E)

)1/p

,

and, plugging the formula for γ(0) (see Lemma 2.5 (i)), we obtain the bound

E|Yt|1E ≤
(

1

2
Γ

(
2p− 1

p− 1

))1−1/p

||X||pP(E)1−1/p.

Taking the supremum over t ≥ 0 completes the proof. �

Sharpness. The reasoning is similar to that concerning the logarithmic bound. We will
construct an example for which both sides of (2.7) are equal with E = Ω. Let B be a
standard Brownian motion starting from γ(0)/2 and stopped at the exit time from [0,∞),
and let

Dt =
γ(0)

2
+

∫ t

0

sgnBs dBs.
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We easily check that for all t ≥ 0 we have |Bt| + |Dt| ≥ γ(0). Introduce the stopping
time τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Dt| = γ(Bt)}; it is easy to check that τ ∈ Lp/2 for some p > 1
(actually, one can show that τ ∈ Lp/2 for all p < ∞, but we will not need this). Consider
the martingales X = (Bτ∧t)t≥0, Y = (Dτ∧t)t≥0. Since U is of class C2 on the set
{(x, y) : x ≥ 0, x+ y ≥ γ(0)} and satisfies

Uxx(x, y) + 2Uxy(x, y) · sgn y + Uyy(x, y) = 0 and Uy(x, 0) = 0

on this set, a combination of Itô-Tanaka formula and a limiting argument yields

EU(X∞, Y∞) = EU(X0, Y0) =
γ(0)

2
.

However, we have U(x,±γ(x)) = γ(x)−xp for x ≥ 0: see the end of the proof of Lemma
2.7. Since |Y∞| = γ(X∞) almost surely, we obtain

E|Y∞| = E|X∞|p +
γ(0)

2
.

Thus, by Young’s inequality,

Cp||X||p = p1/p||X∞||p ·
(

p

p− 1
· γ(0)

2

)1−1/p

≤ ||X∞||pp +
γ(0)

2
= E|Y∞|

and both sides of (2.7) must be equal. This completes the proof. �

2.6. Proof of Theorem 2.6–case 2 < p < ∞. This time the reasoning is much simpler.
The special function is given by the formula

U(x, y) =
pp(p− 1)2−p(p− 2)

4

∫ 1−p−1

0

λp−1u∞(x/λ, y/λ)dλ.

We easily compute that

U(x, y) =
1

2

(
p

p− 1

)p−1

(|y| − (p− 1)|x|)(|x|+ |y|)p−1,

if |x|+ |y| ≤ 1− p−1, while for remaining (x, y),

U(x, y) =
p2

4

[
|y|2 − |x|2 − 2(p− 2)|y|

p
+

(p− 1)2(p− 2)

p3

]
.

We have the following majorization.

Lemma 2.8. For any (x, y) ∈ Rd × Rd we have

(2.36) U(x, y) ≥ pmax

{
|y| − 1 +

1

p
, 0

}
− pp−1

2
|x|p.

Proof. As previously, we may assume that d = 1 and x, y ≥ 0. If x+ y < 1− 1/p, then
the inequality is equivalent to

(y − (p− 1)x)(x+ y)p−1 + (p− 1)p−1xp ≥ 0.

But this is true for all nonnegative x, y. A straightforward analysis of the derivative shows
that for a fixed x, the left hand side (considered as a function of y) attains its minimum
for y = (p − 2)x; this minimum is 0. Next, suppose that y ≥ 1 − 1/p and put all the
terms of (2.36) on the left-hand side. Then, for a fixed x, the expression on the left is a
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quadratic function of y which attains its minimum for y = 1. However, for this value of y,
the majorization is equivalent to

(2.37) (px)p − 1 ≥ p

2
((px)2 − 1),

which follows immediately from the mean-value property. Finally, if x+y > 1−1/p > y,
(2.36) becomes

p2

4

[
y2 − x2 − 2(p− 2)y

p
+

(p− 1)2(p− 2)

p3

]
≥ −p

p−1xp

2
.

But this bound holds true for all x, y. Indeed, observe that as a function of y, the left-hand
side attains its minimum for y = 1 − 2/p, and for this choice of y, the inequality again
reduces to (2.37). �

Proof of Theorem 2.6. By Lemma 2.3, the definition of U and (2.36), we obtain

E
{
|Yt| − 1 +

1

p
, 0

}
≤ pp−2

2
E|Xt|p.

Arguing as previously, this leads to the bound

E|Yt|1E ≤
pp−2

2
E|Xt|p +

(
1− 1

p

)
P(E).

Apply this inequality to the martingales X/λ, Y/λ, multiply both sides by λ and optimize
the right-hand side over λ. It turns out that the choice

λ =

(
pp−1E|Xt|p

2P(E)

)1/p

makes the right-hand side minimal and we obtain

E|Yt|1E ≤
(
pp−1

2

)1/p

||Xt||pP(E)1−1/p.

This yields (2.7), by taking the supremum over all t. To prove that this estimate is sharp,
pick an arbitrary pair (X,Y ) of real-valued martingales such that Y is differentially sub-
ordinate to X . Introduce the stopping time τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Yt| ≥ 1}. Then the
stopped martingale Y τ is differentially subordinate to X and thus, applying (2.7) with
E = {sups≥0 |Ys| ≥ 1}, we get

sup
t≥0

E|Yτ∧t|1{sups |Ys|≥1} ≤
pp−1

2
||X||pp.

In turn, this inequality implies

P
(

sup
s≥0
|Ys| > 1

)
≤ pp−1

2
||X||pp,

which is sharp, as proved by Suh [86]. �
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3. APPLICATIONS

3.1. Logarithmic and weak-type bounds for martingale transforms on manifolds. In
this section we will apply the probabilistic results (which we have just established) in
the study of Riesz transforms on Lie groups. We start from the brief description of the
connection between these two environments, and for the detailed study of the interplay
we refer the interested reader to [49]. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional Riemannian
manifold with Ricci curvature bounded from below (this additional assumption guarantees
that the Brownian motion on M does not explode in finite time, see Emery [41]). Let 〈·, ·〉
denote the inner product on TM , the tangent space to M . A Brownian motion in M is
an (Ft)t≥0 adapted process (Bt)t≥0 with values in M such that for all smooth functions
f : M → R, the process

(3.1) Idf =

(
f(Bt)− f(B0)− 1

2

∫ t

0+

∆Mf(Bs)ds
)
t≥0

is a real-valued continuous martingale. See the monograph [41] for more on the subject.
Next, let K be a continuous, adapted process with values in T ∗M , the cotangent space

of M . We say that K is above B, if for all t ≥ 0 and ω ∈ Ω we have Kt(ω) ∈ T ∗Bt(ω)M .

Having assumed this, we can define IK =
(∫ t

0
〈Ks, dBs〉

)
t≥0

, the Itô integral of K with

respect to B, by requiring that

(i) if Kt = df(Bt) for some smooth function f : M → R, then IK equals Idf given
by (3.1).

(ii) if K is a real valued, continuous process, then IKK =
(∫ t

0
Ksd(IK)s

)
t≥0

is the

classical Itô integral of K with respect to the continuous martingale IK.

These two conditions determine uniquely the class of stochastic integrals. It can be easily
verified that if K is above B, then the process IK is a continuous, real-valued martingale.
The covariance process of two such integrals can be expressed by the formula

(3.2) [IK, IL]t =

∫ t

0

Trace(Ks ⊗ Ls)ds,

where ⊗ is the tensor product and (Ks ⊗ Ls)(ω) = Ks(ω)⊗ Ls(ω) ∈ T ∗Bs(ω) ⊗ T
∗
Bs(ω).

Now assume that x ∈M and let End(T ∗xM) be the space of all linear maps from T ∗xM
to itself. Let End(T ∗M) be the collection of all End(T ∗xM), x ∈ M . A bounded and
continuous process A with values in End(T ∗xM) is called a martingale transformer with
respect to B, if for all t ≥ 0 and ω ∈ Ω we have At(ω) ∈ End(T ∗Bt(ω)M). Such an object
induces an important action on the class of stochastic integrals. Namely, suppose that K
is a continuous, bounded process with values in T ∗M which is above B, and let A be a
martingale transformer with respect to B. Then A ∗ IK, the martingale transform of IK by
A, is the real-valued martingale defined by the identity

A ∗ IK = IAK =

(∫ t

0

〈AsKs, dBs〉
)
t≥0

.

In the particular case when K = df for some smooth function f : M → R, we will
use the notation A ∗ f instead of A ∗ Idf . Given a sequence A = (A1, A2, . . . , Ad)
of martingale transformers above B, we define A ∗ IK as the d-dimensional martingale
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(A1 ∗ IK, A2 ∗ IK, . . . , Ad ∗ IK). We introduce the norm of A by

|||A||| = sup

 d∑
j=1

|Aj,t(ω)e|2
1/2

,

where the supremum is taken over all ω ∈ Ω, all t ≥ 0 and all vectors e ∈ TBt(ω)M
of length 1. If A is a single martingale transformer, then we define its norm by |||A||| =
|||(A)|||.

Theorems studied in the preceding section lead to the following estimates for martingale
transforms on manifolds.

Theorem 3.1. Let K be a bounded, continuous, T ∗M -valued process above B.
(i) If A be a martingale transformer above B, then for any E ∈ F we have

(3.3) sup
t≥0

E|(A ∗ IK)t|1E ≤ K sup
t≥0

EΨ
(
|||A||| |(IK)t|

)
+ L(K)P(E), K > 1,

and

(3.4) sup
t≥0

E|(A ∗ IK)t|1E ≤ Kp|||A||| ||IK||pP(E)1−1/p, 1 < p <∞.

(ii) If A is a single martingale transformer satisfying the condition 〈At(ω)ξ, ξ〉 = 0 for
all t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω and ξ ∈ T ∗Bt(ω)M , then

(3.5) sup
t≥0

EΦ (|(A ∗ IK)t|/K) ≤ L(K)|||A||| ||X||1
K

, K > 2/π,

and

(3.6) ||A ∗ IK||q ≤ Cp|||A||| ||IK||1/q1 ||IK||1/p∞ , 1 < p <∞.

Proof. The assertion will follow immediately from the results of Section 2, once we have
proven that the appropriate martingales satisfy differential subordination and orthogonality.
To show this, pick t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω and let x = Bt(ω) ∈ M . Let e1, e2, . . ., en be an
orthonormal basis for TxM , the tangent space toM at x. Then for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d},

Trace
(
AjKt(ω)⊗AjKt(ω)

)
=

d∑
k=1

(
AjKt(ω)⊗AjKt(ω)

)
(ek, ek)

=

d∑
k=1

∣∣ < AjKt(ω), ek >
∣∣2 = |AjKt(ω)|2,

where < ·, · >: T ∗xM × TxM → R stands for the duality product. Therefore, by (3.2), for
any 0 ≤ s ≤ t we may write

[A ∗ IK,A ∗ IK]t − [A ∗ IK,A ∗ IK]s =

d∑
j=1

∫ t

s+

Trace(AjKu ⊗AjKu)du

=

d∑
j=1

∫ t

s+

|AjKu|2du

≤ |||A|||2
∫ t

s+

|Ku|2du

= [|||A|||IK, |||A|||IK]t − [|||A|||IK, |||A|||IK]s,
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which is the desired differential subordination. The proof of the orthogonality goes along
the same lines: one shows that Trace(AKt(ω) ⊗ Kt(ω)) = 0 for all t, ω and obtains
d[A ∗ IK, |||A|||IK] = 0 directly from (3.2). �

3.2. Logarithmic and weak-type inequalities for Riesz transforms on Lie groups.
Now we will describe an elegant probabilistic representation of first order Riesz transforms
on Lie groups G in terms of martingale transforms with respect to the Brownian motion
with values in G × R. The construction goes back to the classical paper [47] of Gundy
and Varopoulos, in which the case G = Rd was studied. The idea has been generalized in
several directions and exploited in many papers; see e.g. [4, 21, 45, 46, 87].

To this end, assume that G is a compact connected Lie group of dimension d, endowed
with a Riemannian bi-invariant metric and let dx denote the usual Riemannian volume
measure on G. Suppose that g denote the Lie algebra of G and let {X1, X2, . . . , Xd} be
an orthonormal basis for g. Consider the group G̃ = G× R, with the product Riemannian
metric and the corresponding Lie algebra g⊕ R. If X0 = ∂/∂y is the generator of the Lie
algebra of R, then {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, X0} forms an orthonormal basis of g⊕ R.

LetX , Y be independent Brownian motions inG and R, respectively; then Z = (X,Y )

is a Brownian motion in the product group G̃. Fix λ > 0 and assume that the initial
distribution of Zλ = (Zt)t≥0 is the product measure dx × δλ, where δλ is the Dirac
measure concentrated on {λ}. Put G̃+ = G× [0,∞) and introduce the stopping time

τ0 = inf{t ≥ 0 : Yt ≤ 0}.

Then (Zλτ0∧t)t≥0 is a Brownian motion in G̃+, stopped at the boundary of this set. Let
A : G̃+ → End(T ∗G̃+) be an arbitrary continuous section of the bundle End(T ∗G̃+),
and consider the process Ã =

(
A(Zτ0∧t)

)
t≥0

. Then Ã is a martingale transformer. Fix a

function f ∈ C∞0 (G) and let F be its Poisson extension to G̃+. That is, the unique C∞

function on G̃ satisfying

0 = ∆G̃F (x, y) = ∆GF (x, y) +
∂2F

∂y2
(x, y), x ∈ G, y > 0,

and such that F is bounded on G̃ (see [46] and [81]). Now, for A, f , F and λ as above,
define the projection of the A-transform of f by

TλAf(x) = E
[
Ã ∗ dF |Zτ0 = x

]
,

the conditional expectation of Ã∗dF with respect to the σ-algebra generated by Zτ0 . Since
Zτ0 takes values in the boundary of G̃× {0}, TλAf can be interpreted as a function on G.

Recall that {X1, X2, . . . , Xd, X0} is an orthonormal basis of g ⊕ R. For a given
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, let Rj = RXj = Xj ◦ (−∆G)−1/2 be the Riesz transform on G
in the direction Xj . These operators are defined by the following requirement: for any
f : G→ R, we have

RGf(a) =

d∑
j=1

Rjf(a)Xj(a) for all a ∈ G,
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where Xj(a) is the vector field Xj evaluated at the point a. Consider the linear maps
Aj , Ej : g⊕ R→ g⊕ R given by

AjXm =


Xj if m = 0,

−X0 if m = j,

0 otherwise,
EjXm =

{
Xj if m = 0,

0 otherwise.

Clearly,Aj defines a smooth section ofEnd(TG̃+) and can be regarded as a martingale
transformer with the use of the natural identification between g ⊕ R and its dual, induced
by the Riemannian metric. We have the following statement, which follows immediately
from the results of Arcozzi [4].

Theorem 3.2. Let f ∈ C∞0 (G). Then

lim
λ→∞

TλAjf = Rjf in Lp(G), 1 ≤ p <∞,

and

lim
λ→∞

TλEjf = −1

2
Rjf in Lp(G), 1 ≤ p <∞.

Remark 3.1. Using the space time Brownian motion construction introduced in [19] and
the Fourier transform (Peter-Weyl), a quite direct and simple probabilistic representation
for second order Riesz transforms is given in [3] and [15]. Following that argument with
the space time Brownian motion replaced by the Brownian motion Z above leads to a
slightly different construction of first order Riesz transforms on G. We leave the details to
the interested reader.

With our probabilistic representation for Riesz transforms on G, we are ready to es-
tablish their logarithmic and weak-type inequalities. In what follows we again use |E| =∫
G
χAdx to denote the volume measure of E ⊂ G. Recall the constant Kp given by (2.8).

Theorem 3.3. (i) For any K > 2/π, any f : G → R with
∫
G

Ψ(|f |) < ∞ and any Borel
subset E of G we have

(3.7)
∫
E

|RGf(x)|dx ≤ 2K

∫
G

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+
|E|
K − 1

.

(ii) For any 1 < p <∞, any f ∈ Lp(G) and any Borel subset E of G we have

(3.8)
∫
E

|RGf(x)|dx ≤ 2Kp||f ||Lp(G)|E|1−1/p.

Proof. We will only establish (i), the reasoning leading to (ii) is analogous. By standard
density arguments, it suffices to prove the bound for f ∈ C∞(G). Consider the martingale
transformerA = (E1, E2, . . . , Ed); directly from the definition, we derive that |||A||| = 1.
Now, recall the inequality (2.28) established in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Letting t→∞,
we see that this intermediate bound leads to the estimate

(3.9) Emax

{
|(A ∗ IdF )∞| −

1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ KEΨ(|(IdF )∞|),
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see the proof of Theorem 3.1. The function x 7→ max{|x| − 1/(2(K − 1)), 0} is convex,
so ∫

G

max

{
1

2
|RGf(x)| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

≤ lim inf
λ→∞

∫
G

max

{
|TλAf(x)| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

= lim inf
λ→∞

Emax

{
|TλAf(Bτ0)| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ lim inf

λ→∞
Emax

{
|Ã ∗ IdF |∞ −

1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ KEΨ(|(IdF )∞|)

= K

∫
G

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx.

Here in the first inequality we have used Fatou’s lemma and Lemma 3.2, then we have
exploited conditional version of Jensen’s inequality and finally we applied (3.9). Now we
adapt the reasoning from the proof of Theorem 2.5. If E is an arbitrary subset of G, we
split it into

E− = E ∩ {|RGf(x)| < 1/(K − 1)}, E+ = E ∩ {|RGf(x)| ≥ 1/(K − 1)},

and write ∫
E−
|RGf(x)|dx ≤ |E

−|
K − 1

,∫
E+

|RGf(x)|dx− |E
+|

K − 1
≤
∫
G

max

{
|RGf(x)| − 1

K − 1
, 0

}
dx

≤ 2K

∫
G

Ψ(2|f(x)|)dx.

It suffices to add the last two inequalities to get the claim. �

To prove related estimates for directional Riesz transforms, one requires an additional
duality argument. Namely, first we show the following auxiliary bounds.

Theorem 3.4. Let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} and f ∈ L∞(G) be fixed.
(i) If K > 2/π and ||f ||L∞(G) ≤ 1, then

(3.10)
∫
G

Φ (|Rjf(x)|/K) dx ≤
L(K)||f ||L1(G)

K
.

(ii) For any 1 < q <∞ we have

(3.11) ||Rjf ||Lq(G) ≤ Cp||f ||
1/q
L1(G)||f ||

1/p
L∞(G),

where p = q
q−1 is the conjugate exponent of q.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. Namely, one exploits the one-dimensional
martingale transformer Aj , which satisfies |||A||| = 1 and 〈Aξ, ξ〉 = 0 for all ξ. The fur-
ther details are omitted and left to the reader. �

Now we are ready to deduce the logarithmic and weak-type estimates for directional
Riesz transforms.
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Theorem 3.5. Let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}.
(i) For any K > 2/π, any f : G → R with

∫
G

Ψ(|f |) < ∞ and any Borel subset E of
G we have

(3.12)
∫
E

|Rjf(x)|dx ≤ K
∫
G

Ψ(|f(x)|)dχ(x) + L(K) · |E|.

(ii) For any 1 < p <∞, any f ∈ Lp(G) and any subset E of G we have

(3.13)
∫
E

|Rjf(x)|dx ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(G)|E|1−1/p.

Proof. Consider the decomposition of L2(G) =
⊕∞

k=1Hk into eigenspaces for ∆G, pro-
vided by Peter-Weyl theorem [81]. Thus, Hk ⊂ C∞0 (G) and ∆Gf = −µkf for f ∈ Hk,
where 0 < µ1 < µ2 < . . . is the sequence of of eigenvalues of −∆G. Fix f =

∑d
k=1 fk,

with fk ∈ Hk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N , and put g = 1ERjf/|Rjf | (g = 0 if the denominator is
zero). Let g =

∑∞
k=1 gk be the decomposition of g, with gk ∈ Hk for each k. If k, m are

different positive integers, then
∫
G

(Rjfk)gm = 0 and hence, integrating by parts,∫
E

|Rjf(x)|dx =

∫
G

Rjf(x) g(x) dx

=

d∑
k=1

∫
G

Rjfk(x) gk(x) dx

= −
d∑
k=1

∫
G

fk(x)Rjgk(x) dx

= −
∫
G

f(x)Rjg(x) dx.

(3.14)

Now, to prove (i), we bound the latter expression with the use of Young’s inequality (1.26):
it does not exceed

K

∫
G

Ψ(|f(x)|) dx+K

∫
G

Φ(|Rjg(x)|/K) dx ≤ K
∫
G

Ψ(|f(x)|) dx+ L(K)||g||L1(G).

Here in the last passage we have used (3.10) and the fact that g takes values in [−1, 1]. It
suffices to note that ||g||L1(G) ≤ |E| and use a standard density argument to obtain (3.12)
for arbitrary f . To prove (ii), we use Hölder inequality and (3.11) to bound the expression
(3.14) from above by

||f ||Lp(G)||Rjg||Lq(G) ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(G)||g||
1/q
L1(G) ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(G)|E|1/q,

which is (3.13). �

3.3. Logarithmic and weak-type inequalities for Riesz transforms on spheres. The
purpose of this section is to analyze the behavior of Riesz transforms on the unit sphere
Sd−1 = {x ∈ Rd : |x| = 1} equipped with the standard Riemannian metric and normal-
ized SO(d) invariant measure. The case d = 2 is classical and well understood, so from
now on we assume that d ≥ 3. We have that Sd−1 is a Lie group only for d = 3, so in
general the methodology developed in the previous section does not apply and we need a
new approach.

Actually, we will work with two non-equivalent notions of Riesz transforms on the
spheres (see e.g. Arcozzi and Li [5] for an overview of various types of Riesz transforms
on Sd−1). Both these transforms have been studied quite intensively in the literature. The
two possibilities arise from the fact that there are two natural ways to “fill in” Sd−1 so
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that it is the boundary of an d-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let us analyze these
separately.

Firstly, one can express Sd−1 as the boundary of the cylinder Sd−1 × R, and this leads
to the RSd−1

already introduced at the beginning of the paper. For a fixed 1 ≤ ` < m ≤ d,
consider the differential operator

(3.15) T`m = x`∂m − xm∂`.
If x`+ixm = reiθ, then Tm = ∂/∂θ is the derivative with respect to the angular coordinate
in the (x`, xm) plane and hence is a well defined vector field on Sd−1. There is a useful
formula which relates these vector fields to the spherical gradient ∇Sd−1 . Namely, if f :
Sd−1 → R is a smooth function, then

(3.16) |∇Sd−1f | =

(∑
`<m

|T`mf |2
)1/2

.

We define the directional Riesz transform (of cylinder type) by

Qc`m = T`m ◦ (−∆Sd−1)−1/2

and an auxiliary cylindrical Riesz transform Qc as the vector (Qc`m)1≤`<m≤d. Note that
by (3.16), we have

|RSd−1

| = |Qc|,
so the analysis of RSd−1

reduces to that of Qc.
We turn to the second type of Riesz transform on Sd−1 (cf. Korányi and Vági [56, 57]).

LetHk denote the space of spherical harmonics of degree k and let

E0 =

{
f : Sd−1 → R : f =

d∑
k=1

fk, fk ∈ Hk, N = 1, 2, . . .

}
be the space of harmonic polynomials with null average on Sd−1. For a fixed f ∈ E0, let
H be the solution in Bd of the Neumann problem with boundary data f , normalized so that
H(0) = 0. This will be expressed by the equation(

∂

∂ν

)−1

f = H|Sd−1 ,

where ν is the outward pointing normal vector to Sd−1. One easily extends (∂/∂ν)−1

to L2
0(Sd−1) by the following formula: if f =

∑
k≥1 fk is the decomposition of f into

spherical harmonics, then (∂/∂ν)−1f =
∑
k≥1 fk/k. Then Rb, the Riesz transform of

ball type, is defined by the identity

Rb = ∇Sd−1 ◦
(
∂

∂ν

)−1

.

We will also work with the directional Riesz transform (of ball type), given by

Qb`m = T`m ◦
(
∂

∂ν

)−1

,

as well as the auxiliary Riesz transform of ball type, defined by Qb = (Qb`m)1≤`<m≤d.
Applying (3.16), it is easy to check that |Rb| = |Qb| and thus it suffices to study the
behavior of the operator Qb.

Now we will describe the probabilistic representation of the above Riesz transforms.
Let B = (B1, B2, . . . , Bd) be the standard Brownian motion in Rd, starting from 0, and
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let τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Bt /∈ Bd} be the first exit time of B from the unit ball. Note that Bτ
has the uniform distribution on Sd−1. Let A be a continuous function on the closed unit
ball, with values in the class of d × d matrices. This function gives rise to the following
martingale transformer: if f ∈ C∞(Sd−1) and F denotes its Poisson extension to Bd, then

A ∗ F =

(∫ τ∧t

0

A(Bs)∇RdF (Bs) · dBs
)
t≥0

.

We define the A-transform of f by the conditional expectation

TAf(x) = E
[
A ∗ F |Bτ = x

]
, x ∈ Sd−1.

The connection between the operators TA and directional Riesz transforms is explained in
the following statement, see Arcozzi [4].

Theorem 3.6. For given 1 ≤ ` < m ≤ d, a function ϕ : [0, 1] → R and x ∈ Bd, let
A`m(x) be the matrix with entries

Aij`m(x) =


ϕ(|x|2) if i = `, j = m,

−ϕ(|x|2) if i = m, j = `,

0 otherwise.

(i) If ϕ ≡ 1, then TA`m
= Qb`m.

(ii) Let ϕ be defined by the formula

ϕ(e−2t/(n−2)) =

∫ t
0
I0(s)ds
et − 1

, t ≥ 0,

where I0(z) =
∑∞
j=0(z/2)2j/(j!)2, z ∈ C, is the modified Bessel function of order 0.

Then TA`m
= Qc`m.

We are ready to establish the bounds for Riesz transforms. We start with the vectorial
setting.

Theorem 3.7. (i) For any K > 2/π, any f : Sd−1 → R with
∫
Sd−1 Ψ(|f |) < ∞ and any

Borel subset E of Sd−1 we have

(3.17)
∫
E

∣∣∣RSd−1

f(x)
∣∣∣ dx ≤ 2K

∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+
|E|
K − 1

,

(3.18)
∫
E

|Rbf(x)|dx ≤ 2(n− 1)1/2K

∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+
(n− 1)1/2|E|

K − 1
.

(ii) For any 1 < p <∞, any f ∈ Lp(Sd−1) and any Borel subset E of Sd−1 we have

(3.19)
∫
E

∣∣∣RSd−1

f(x)
∣∣∣ dx ≤ 2Kp||f ||Lp(Sd−1)|E|1−1/p,

(3.20)
∫
E

|Rbf(x)|dx ≤ 2(n− 1)1/2Kp||f ||Lp(Sd−1)|E|1−1/p.

Proof. We will only establish (i), the second part of the Theorem is shown in a simi-
lar manner. We start with (3.18) in which the reasoning is slightly easier. Consider the
sequence A = (A`m)1≤`<m≤n, where A`m are as in Theorem 3.6 (i). For a function
f ∈ C∞0 (Sd−1), let F denote its Poisson extension to Bd. Introduce the martingales

ξt =
(
F (Bτ∧t)

)
t≥0

=

(∫ τ∧t

0

A`m(Bs)∇RdF (Bs) · dBs
)
t≥0

.
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ζt = A ∗ F =

((∫ τ∧t

0

A`m(Bs)∇RdF (Bs) · dBs
)

1≤`<m≤d

)
t≥0

taking values in Rd and Rd(d−1)/2, respectively. Since∑
1≤`<m≤d

|A`mv|2 = (d− 1)|v|2 for all v ∈ Rd,

we conclude that (d− 1)−1/2ζ is differentially subordinate to ξ. Therefore, the inequality
(2.28) yields

Emax

{
(d− 1)−1/2|ζ∞| −

1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
≤ KEΨ(|ξ∞|).

An application of the conditional version of Jensen’s inequality gives∫
Sd−1

max

{
(d− 1)−1/2|Qbf(x)| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

=

∫
Sd−1

max

{
(d− 1)−1/2|TAf(x)| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

= Emax

{
(d− 1)−1/2|TAf(Bτ )| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

≤ Emax

{
(d− 1)−1/2|A ∗ F (Bτ )| − 1

2(K − 1)
, 0

}
dx

≤ KEΨ(|ξ∞|)

= K

∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx.

Now, for a given E ⊂ Sd−1, we consider its decomposition into

E− = E ∩ {|Qbf(x)| < (d− 1)1/2/(K − 1)},

E+ = E ∩ {|Qbf(x)| ≥ (d− 1)1/2/(K − 1)},

and, as previously, consider the integrals of Qb over E− and E+ separately. This yields
(3.18).

We turn to the estimate (3.17). The above reasoning would lead to a version with an
additional factor (d−1)1/2; to remove it, we will make use of a transference-type argument
which enables to deduce the bound from the corresponding estimate on SO(d). Imbedding
this Lie group into Rd2 induces a bi-invariant Riemannian metric on SO(d). This metric
can be normalized so that the collection {X`m = [rj,k`m]1≤j,k≤n : 1 ≤ ` < m ≤ d}, with

rj,k`m =


1 if j = m, k = `,

−1 if j = `, k = m,

0 otherwise,

forms an orthonormal basis in so(d). Let mSO(d) be the normalized Haar measure on
SO(d). We identify Sd−1 with SO(d)/SO(d − 1), where SO(d − 1) is the stabilizer of
the northern pole ed = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ Sd−1. Let Π : SO(d) → Sd−1 be the projection
given by Π(a) = aen, the image of en under the rotation a. As shown by Arcozzi [4], the
operators Qc`m and RSO(d)

`m are related to each other by the formula

Qc`mf(Π(a)) = −RSO(d)
`m (f ◦Π ◦ ρ)(ρ(a)),
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where ρ(a) = a−1. Thus the estimate (3.17) follows from (3.7). To see this, note that for
any f : Sd−1 → R we have∫

SO(d)

f ◦ΠdmSO(d) =

∫
Sd−1

fdx.

Consequently, for any E ⊂ Sd−1,∫
E

|Qcf(x)|dx =

∫
Π−1(E)

|Qcf(Π(a))|dmSO(d)(a)

=

∫
Π−1(E)

|RSO(d)(f ◦Π ◦ ρ)(ρ(a))|dmSO(d)(a)

≤ 2K

∫
SO(d)

Ψ(|f ◦Π ◦ ρ|)dmSO(d) +
mSO(d)(Π

−1(E))

K − 1

= 2K

∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+
|E|
K − 1

.

The proof is complete. �

Finally, let us prove the logarithmic and weak-type bounds for directional Riesz trans-
forms.

Theorem 3.8. Let 1 ≤ ` < m ≤ d be fixed and let Q ∈ {Qc`m, Qb`m}.
(i) For K > 2/π, any f : Sd−1 → R with

∫
Sd−1 Ψ(|f |) < ∞, and any Borel subset E

of Sd−1 we have

(3.21)
∫
E

|Qf(x)|dx ≤ K
∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|)dx+ L(K) · |E|.

(ii) For all 1 < p <∞, f ∈ Lp(Sd−1) and any Borel subset E of Sd−1 we have

(3.22)
∫
E

|Qf(x)|dx ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(Sd−1)|E|1−1/p.

Proof. To show (3.21), we establish first the following dual estimate: if f : Sd−1 →
[−1, 1], then

(3.23)
∫
Sd−1

Φ (|Qf(x)|/K) dχ(x) ≤
L(K)||f ||L1(Sd−1)

K
.

The random variable Bτ has the uniform distribution on Sd−1, so in view of Jensen’s
inequality,∫

Sd−1

Φ (|Qf(x)|/K) dx = EΦ(|TA`m
f(Bτ )|) ≤ EΦ(|(A`m ∗ F )∞|).

However, we have 〈A`mv, v〉 = 0 and ||A`mv|| ≤ ||v|| for any v ∈ Rd, since 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1.
The latter bound is obvious in the ball type, in the cylindrical case one has to write down
the expansion of I0 to get that 0 < I0(s) ≤ es and I0(0) = 1. Thus, A`m ∗F is orthogonal
and differentially subordinate to the martingale F (B) = (

∫ t
0
∇RdF (Bs) · dBs)t≥0 and

hence, by Theorem 2.10,

EΦ(|(A`m ∗ F )∞|) ≤
L(K)||F (Bτ )||1

K
=
L(K)||f ||L1(Sd−1)

K
,
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which is (3.23). To deduce (3.21), note that

(3.24)
∫
Sd−1

Qf(x)g(x)dx = −
∫
Sd−1

f(x)Qg(x)dx

for all f, g ∈ L2(Sd−1). Let us briefly prove it. In the cylindrical case, if f , g ∈ Hk, then∫
Sd−1

Qf(x)g(x)dx =

∫
Sd−1

T`m(∆Sd−1)−1/2f(x)g(x)dx

=
1√

k(n+ k − 2)

∫
Sd−1

T`mf(x)g(x)dx

= − 1√
k(n+ k − 2)

∫
Sd−1

f(x)T`mg(x)dx

= −
∫
Sd−1

f(x)Qg(x)dx.

On the other hand, if f , g belong to two different classes Hj , Hk and we extend them to
homogeneous polynomials on the whole Rd, then, using Green’s formula, we get

k

∫
Sd−1

T`mf(x)g(x)dx =

∫
Sd−1

T`m
∂f

∂ν
(x)g(x)dx

=

∫
Sd−1

∂

∂ν
T`mf(x)g(x)dx

=

∫
Sd−1

T`mf(x)
∂

∂ν
g(x)dx

= `

∫
Sd−1

T`mf(x)g(x)dx,

and hence
∫
Sd−1 Qf(x)g(x)dx = −

∫
Sd−1 f(x)Qg(x)dx = 0. Thus, (3.24) follows by

expanding f and g in the series of spherical harmonics. If Q is of ball type, then (3.24) is
proved with the use of similar arguments. Now, pick an arbitrary Borel subset E of Sd−1

and put g(x) = χE(x) · Qf(x)/|Qf(x)| for x ∈ Sd−1 (with the convention g = 0 if
Qf = 0). Using (3.24) and then (3.23), we obtain∫

E

|Qf(x)|dx =

∫
Sd−1

Qf(x)g(x)dx

= −
∫
Sd−1

f(x)Qg(x)dx

≤ K
∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|) dx+K

∫
Sd−1

Φ(|Rjg(x)|/K) dx

≤ K
∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|) dx+ L(K)||g||L1(Sd−1)

≤ K
∫
Sd−1

Ψ(|f(x)|) dx+ L(K)|E|

and (3.21) follows. The proof of (3.22) is similar and exploits the dual bound

||Qf ||Lq(Sd−1) ≤ Cp||f ||
1/q

L1(Sd−1)
||f ||1/p

L∞(Sd−1)
.

The details are left to the reader. �
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3.4. Logarithmic and weak-type inequalities for Riesz transforms on Gauss space.
Throughout this section, Sn denotes the n− 1-dimensional sphere of radius

√
n, equipped

with its natural Riemannian metric and SO(n) invariant measure µn satisfying µn(Sn) =
1. With T`m as in (3.15) and a smooth function f : Sn → R, we have

(3.25) ∆Snf =
1

n

∑
1≤`<m≤n

T`mT`mf, |∇Snf |2 =
1

d

∑
1≤`<m≤n

|T`m|2.

A well-known and frequently used fact (cf. [69]) is that many geometric objects on Sn
pass in the limit to the corresponding objects on Gauss space; this is often referred to as
Poincaré’s limit or Poincaré’s observation, though the argument can be tracked back to the
work of Mehler [70]. The purpose of this section is to present another illustration for this
phenomenon. Namely, we will show how the estimates for cylindrical Riesz transforms
lead to analogous bounds for the Riesz transforms associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
semigroup, fundamental tools in the Malliavin calculus on the Wiener space [68].

We start with the necessary notation. Let d be a fixed positive integer and suppose that
γd is the standard Gaussian measure on Rd, i.e.,

dγd(x) = (2π)−d/2 exp(−|x|2/2)dx, x ∈ Rd.
Let∇∗Rd be the formal adjoint of the gradient∇Rd in L2(Rd, γd). Then

L = ∇∗Rd∇Rd = ∆Rd − x · ∇Rd

is a negative operator which generates Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup in d-dimensions.
The Riesz transform associated with L is defined by

RL = ∇Rd ◦ (−L)−1/2.

Next, fix n ≥ d and define the “projection” Πn : Sn → Rd by Πn(x, y) = x, where
x ∈ Rd, y ∈ Rn−d and (x, y) ∈ Sn. For an arbitrary function f : Rd → R, we will
write fn = f ◦Πn. Poincaré’s observation [70] amounts to saying that for any measurable
subset E of Rd we have

lim
n→∞

∫
Sn

(χE)ndµn =

∫
Rd

χEdγd.

This can be pushed further: if a function f : Rd → R has polynomial growth, then

(3.26) lim
n→∞

∫
Sn
fndµn =

∫
Rd

fdγd.

As a consequence, we obtain that for such f ,
lim
n→∞

||∇Snfn||Lp(Sn) = ||∇Rdf ||Lp(Rd,γd),

lim
n→∞

||∆Snfn||Lp(Sn) = ||Lf ||Lp(Rd,γd),
(3.27)

whereL is the generator of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup introduced above. These equal-
ities follow immediately from (3.26) and the identities (cf. [69])

|∇Snfn|2 =

 d∑
j=1

(∂jf)2 − 1

n

 d∑
j=1

xj∂jf

2

n

and

∆Snfn =

 d∑
j=1

∂2
jjf −

n− 1

n

d∑
j=1

xj∂jf −
1

n

d∑
j=1

d∑
k=1

xjxk∂
2
jkf


n

.
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Let Hdk denote the space of generalized Hermite polynomials of degree k on Rd, i.e.,
the space of those polynomials P : Rd → R, which satisfy degP ≤ k and LP + kP = 0.
This class is closely related to the space of spherical harmonics on Rd. To describe the
connection, pick P ∈ Hdk, a number n > d, and consider the decomposition

(3.28) Pn =
∑
j≤k

Qn,dj (P ).

Here Qn,dj is the L2(Sn)-orthogonal projection of P onto Hj(Rd), the space of spherical
harmonics of degree j, extended to a homogeneous polynomial on Rd. It turns out that
among all the summands Qn,dj (P ), the term Qn,dk (P ) has an overwhelming size. We will
need the following statement: see Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 in Arcozzi [4].

Lemma 3.1. Let P ∈ Hdk and consider its decomposition (3.28). Then for any 1 ≤ p <∞,

(3.29) lim
n→∞

||Qn,dj (P )||Lp(Sn) = 0 if j < k,

and

(3.30) lim sup
n→∞

||Qn,dk (P )||Lp(Sn) ≤ Kp,k,d||P ||L2(Rd,γd),

where the constant Kp,k,d depends only on the parameters indicated.

We turn to the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.9. (i) For any K > 2/π, any f : Rd → R with
∫
Rd Ψ(|f |)dγd < ∞ and any

Borel subset E of Rd we have

(3.31)
∫
E

|RLf(x)|dγd(x) ≤ 2K

∫
Rd

Ψ(|f(x)|)dγd(x) +
γd(E)

K − 1
.

(ii) For any 1 < p <∞, any f ∈ Lp(Rd, γd) and any Borel subset E of Rd we have

(3.32)
∫
E

|RLf(x)|dγd(x) ≤ 2Kp||f ||Lp(Rd,γd)γd(E)1−1/p.

Proof. Suppose that P = P (1) +P (2) + . . .+P (N), where P (k) ∈ Hdk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
and let 1 ≤ p <∞ be a fixed number. Let us exploit the decomposition (3.28) for P (k) to
get

(3.33) (−∆Sn)1/2P (k)
n = (−∆Sn)1/2

∑
j≤k

Qn,dj (P (k)).

Since the restriction of Qn,dk is a spherical harmonic of degree k, we may write

(−∆Sn)1/2Qn,dk (P (k)) =
√
k(n− 2 + k)/nQn,dk (P k))

=
√
kQn,dk (P (k) +

(√
n− 2 + k

n
− 1

)
√
kQn,dk (P (k))

and, similarly for j < k,

(−∆Sn)1/2Qn,dj (P (k)) =
√
j(n− 2 + j)/nQn,dj (P (k)).
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Plug the above expressions into (3.33) and apply triangle inequality to obtain∣∣∣∣∣∣(−∆Sn)1/2Pn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

(−∆Sn)1/2P (k)
n

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

√
kQn,dk (P (k))

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

+ ηn,

(3.34)

where the error term ηn is bounded from above by

d∑
k=1

(√
n− 2 + k

n
− 1

)
√
k||Qn,dk (P (k))||Lp(Sd)

+
∑

1≤j<k≤N

√
j(n− 2 + j)

n
||Qn,dj (P (k))||Lp(Sd).

Note that both above sums tend to 0 as n → ∞, in view of Lemma 3.1. To see the
convergence of the first sum, simply use (3.30) and the fact that

√
(n− 2 + k)/n → 1 as

n→∞; to analyze the second sum, apply (3.29).
We come back to (3.34). Applying (3.28) again, we write∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

√
kQn,dk (P (k))

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

√
kP (k)

n

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

+ κn,

where, by the triangle inequality,

κn ≤
∑

1≤j<k≤d

√
k
∣∣∣∣∣∣Qn,dj (P (k))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

.

Finally, note that by Mehler’s observation (3.26),

lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

√
kP (k)

n

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

= lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(

d∑
k=1

√
kP (k)

)
n

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1

√
kP (k)

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Rd,γd)

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣(−L)1/2P

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Rd,γd)

.

Combining all the above facts, we obtain the convergence

(3.35) lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣∣∣(−∆Sn)1/2Pn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Sn)

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣(−L)1/2P

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lp(Rd,γd)

.

A similar argumentation (based on the bound |Ψ(t)−Ψ(s)| ≤ |t2 − s2|) shows that

(3.36) lim
n→∞

∫
Sn

Ψ
(∣∣(−∆Sn)1/2Pn

∣∣)dµn =

∫
Rd

Ψ
(∣∣(−L)1/2P

∣∣)dγd.

We are ready to establish the assertion of the theorem. Let us use the inequality (3.17)
with the set Π−1(E)/

√
n ⊆ Sn−1 and the function f = 1√

n
(−∆Sn−1)1/2(Pn ◦ ρ), where
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ρ : Sn−1 → Sn is given by ρ(x) = x
√
n. Using (3.25), we easily compute that |Qcf | =

|Rcf | = |(∇SnPn) ◦ ρ| and f =
(
(−∆Sn)1/2Pn

)
◦ ρ, so we get∫

Π−1(E)/
√
n

|(∇SnPn) ◦ ρ(x)|dx

≤ 2K

∫
Sn−1

Ψ
(∣∣((−∆Sn)1/2Pn

)
◦ ρ
∣∣)dx+

|Π−1(E)/
√
n|

K − 1
.

Hence, substituting z = x
√
n in the two integrals, we obtain∫

Sn
(χE)n|∇SnPn|dµn(x) ≤ 2K

∫
Sn

Ψ
(∣∣(−∆Sn)1/2Pn

∣∣)dµn +

∫
Sd(χE)ndµn
K − 1

.

Letting n→∞ yields∫
E

|∇RdP |dγd ≤ 2K

∫
Rd

Ψ
(∣∣(−L)1/2P

∣∣)dγd +
γd(E)

K − 1
.

Putting f = (−L)−1/2P , we obtain (3.31) for finite linear combinations of Hermite poly-
nomials. By density, the estimate extends to all f satisfying

∫
Rd Ψ(|f |)dγd <∞.

The proof of (3.32) goes along the same lines. �
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